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DEDICATION
This anthology is dedicated to the teacher
fellows of the Summer 2000 Jacksonville State
University Writing Project. Through this project,
we have faced many fears, shared our hearts,
and opened our minds. Thank you for allowing
us to become a part of each other's life.

I,
Foreword
The first truly hot days of June 2000 were sticky and slow, but Room 230 at the

I

Stone Center was frigid and rife with activity. Seventeen teachers, newly christened as
teacher fellows, were busy struggling to focus on the tasks laid before them.
Demonstrations, professional papers, roundtables, and annotated bibliographies
threatened to bury the group in mounds of paper. The skinny, blue three-ring binders

I

slowly filled to capacity, gaining girth and weight.

I

These seventeen souls, pulled together by desires to teach and unknown destiny,
plodded onward through the weeks, earning confidence and stability. They made lasting
relationships, learned perseverance, and nursed aching hands caused by writer's cramp.
Each came prepared to help others and to be helped.
The result of these sessions is now apparent. Hundreds of students will be
enlightened by these brave benefactors, but the true changes lie in the hearts of the
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Writing Project participants. They are now confident, stronger, and perhaps a little
chunkier (there was plenty of food to be had). The following pages contain the testament
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to their fortitude. Read them with care and admiration.
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2000 TEACHER-FELLOWS

II

Sonja J. Adams
P. 0. Box 122
Heflin, AL 36264
256-463-2089
rsadams@peop/epc.com

Cleburne County High
School
520 Evans Bridge Road
Heflin, AL 36264
256-463-2012
12th grade

Staci D. Jenkins
1940 Noccalula Road
Gadsden, AL 35904
256-442-4796
MissJenks@yahoo.com

Odenville Elementary
420 Alabama Street
Odenville, AL 35120
256-629-64
Kindergarten

Don S. Bennett
60 County Road 521
Centre, AL 35960
256-927-6177

Coosa High School
GAHwy20
Coosa, GA
9th grade

Gail Kelley
2245 Whorton Bend Road
Gadsden, AL 35901
256-442-4889

Hokes Bluff High School
1865 Appalachia Road
Hokes Bluff, AL 35903
256-492-1360
9th - 12th grades

Ada Blair
3117 Ave G Ensley
Birmingham, AL 35218
205-780-2323
adab/air@hotmai/.com

Ramsay High School
1800 13 th Avenue S
Birmingham, AL 35205
9th , 12th English, and
Yearbook
205-231-7057

Michelle McKinney
411 Avenue N
Talladega, AL 3 5160
256-761-0905
antmckinney@juno.com

Zora Ellis Jr. High Schoo
414 Elm Street
Talladega, AL 35161
256-362-4201
7th - 8th grades

Katie Cain
1201 7th Avenue NE
Jacksonville, AL 36265

Jacksonville State University Alice McWhorter
700 Pelham Road N
4317 Cambridge Lane
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Anniston, AL 36207
256-782-5466
256-832-3083
JUL0721@aol.com
W. M. Kennedy
250 Otis Perry Drive
Robin Norred
Pell City, AL 35128
2600 Vaughn Lakes
256-338-7896
Apt 123
5th grade
Montgomery, AL 36117
334-396-8739
norredr68@cs.com
Piedmont High School
P. 0. Box272
Lisa Roberts
Piedmont, AL 36272
2335 Caesarville Road
256-447-2829
Wetumpka, AL 36092
9th - 12th grade
334-567-8038
/e/am@piedmont. kl 2. al. us
LDRoberts 1974@ao/.com

Michelle Duke
1628 Pomotaw Trail
Anniston, AL 36206
256-236-5983
Go/dstarDW@aol.com

Lauri Moore Elam
1495 Rabbittown Road
Piedmont, AL 36272
256-435-2679

Tony Entrekin
28 Cabot Avenue
Gadsden, AL 35904
256-547-4225
Nikertne@aol.com

Westbrook Christian
Academy
100 Westminister Dr
Rainbow City, AL 35906
256-442-7457
11th grade

Susan Runner
2262 Johnson Road
Gadsden, AL 35901
256-547-0180
srunner@a/tavista.com

The Donoho School
250 I Henry Road
Anniston, AL 36207
256-236-4469
4th - 6th grades
Millbrook Middle School
4228 Chapman Road
Millbrook, AL 36054
334-285-2100
4 th grade

Millbrook Middle School
4228 Chapman Road
Millbrook, AL 36054
334-285-2100
4th grade

Randolph Park Elementa,
256-231-5080
3"' grade

Paige Smith
9070 Hwy 170
Boaz, AL 35956
256-593-0626

psmith@albertkl2.org
Ben Thomas
1212 County Road 79
Daviston, AL 36256
256-234-5782
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Crystal Venable
2719 Wren Drive #6
Gadsden, AL 35906
256-413-7441

Albertville High School
402 E McCord Ave
Albertville, AL 35950
256-878-6580
12th grades
Lymao Ward Military
Academy
P. 0. Drawer 550
Camp Hill, AL 36850
256-896-2907
9th - 10th grade
Coosa Middle School
Rome, GA

STAFF
Lisa M. Williams
Director
800 Hillyer High Road
Anniston, AL 36207
256-237-1294

Jacksonville State University
700 Pelham Road N
11 7 Stone Center
Jacksonville, AL 36265
256-782-5225

lwilliam@js11cc.js11.ed11

Gloria Horton
Co-Director
1927 Little John Drive
Oxford, AL 36203
256-831-3396

Jacksonville State University
700 Pelham Road N
214 Stone Center
Jacksonville, AL 36265
256-782-5409

gho8796889@aol.com

ghorton@js11cc.js11. ed11

Melissa Shields
Assistant Director
5073 Louise Street
Hokes Bluff, AL 35903
256-494-9463

Rainbow Middle School
454 Lumbley Road
Rainbow City, AL 35906
256-442-1095
8th grade

Madeline Wigley
Teacher Consultant
130 Gunnels Street
Oxford, AL 36203
256-831-7505

Oxford High School
915 Stewart Street
Oxford, AL 36203
256-861-7505
Humanities 9 th - 12th grades
Drama I, II 11 th - 12th grades

Catherine Buckhalt
Teacher Consultant
118 Laurel Drive
Auburn, AL 36830
334-887-6696

Opelika Middle School
1206 Denson Drive
Opelika, AL 36801
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Daily Schedule

9:00 - 9:15

Group Time/Journals/Reflections

9:15 - 10:45

Teacher Fellow Demonstration

11:00 - 12:30

Teacher Fellow Demonstration

12:30 - 1:30

Lunch

1:30 - 3:15

Response Groups (Monday, Thursday)
Reading/Writing/Research (Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday)

3:15 -

Round Table Discussions

I
I

4:00

Special Events
June 14

Poetry Reading
Susan Methvin

June 15

Presentation "Write Where You Are!"
Rick Shelton -Independent Consultant for
Writing Assessment
Luncheon-President's Dining Room

June 23

Alumni Refresher Day
Presentation "Literature Circles"
Cathy Buckhalt and John Pennisi
Luncheon-Gamecock Center
Presentation "National Board Certification"
Wilma Guthrie, Ken Guthrie, and Cathy Buckhalt

July 6

Party at Robin Norred's Parents' House

July 10

Graduation/Reception ·
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JSUWP RESPONSE GROUPS 2000

GROUP I
Sonja Adams
Robin Norred
Don Bennett
Gail Kelley

GROUP II
Michelle Duke
Tony Entrekin
Lauri Elam
Christie Venable
!'

GROUP III
Michelle McKinney
Katie Ca.in
Alice McWhorter
Ben Thomas
Susan Runner
I ,

GROUP IV
Staci Jenkins
Ada Blair
Paige Smith
Lisa Roberts
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Demonstration Summaries 5

THE RESEARCH JOURNAL: A CREATIVE ALTERNATIVE TO THE DREADED
RESEARCH PAPER
The research journal is an alternative to the traditional research paper that still
requires students to go through the traditional research process. The students create an
author for their journal and a storyline as a vehicle through which to present their
research material. The entries in the journal cover as many days as necessary during one
decade. Each student draws the year for his decade at random. The students research ten
different topics, such as a current author and his work, a current work of art and the artist,
a medical discovery, an invention, and the current fashion. The students write a biopoem
to describe the author of the journal and create a cover for the journal that fits the
storyline, the author, and the research information. For the final product, the students
submit a cover, title page, biopoem, minimum of ten documented entries, and works cited
page. Most students find this approach to research more rewarding than the traditional
one.
Sonja Adams
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITING: LURING THE RELUCTANT WRITER
This demonstration is based on the principle that the best way to get students to
write in the classroom is to let them write about a subject they are familiar with:
themselves. Autobiographical writing comes in many forms, both fiction and nonfiction.
Teachers are presented with a variety of writing lessons in a variety of styles.
Autobiographical writing may be presented as a unit or broken into parts and introduced
throughout the school term. Some of the forms covered are journals, narrative essays,
phase autobiographies, short stories, career development notebooks, and personality
posters.
Don Bennett

EXPLORING VOICES: A NARRATIVE INTERVIEW
This demonstration focuses on the students' relationship to language, their voices.
Over a two- to three-week period of class sessions, students are asked to consider their
positions as cultured speakers who have been shaped by their individual heritage,
experiences, and educational backgrounds. The students investigate their various social
groups which require different voices. The students participate using several poems,
essays, and excerpts to motivate individuality and ownership. Several exercises are used
as preparations for the required tasks. As a result of the reading, investigating, and
writing activities, the students have two writing tasks: a monologue using two or more of
their voices to present to the class and a narrative interview. All of the students place
their writing exercises and tasks in a folder for the teacher's evaluation.
Ada V. Blair
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STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING STUDENTS TO WRITE IN FRESHMAN
COMPOSITION
"Strategies for Motivating Students to Write" demonstrates discussion subjects
and beginning assignments which encourage students to redefine themselves as writers
and as members of a writing community. An opening discussion centers on the ideology
expressed on a popular sticker, "NO FEAR." Students are asked to answer in writing and
discussion questions such as "What are your fears?", "How do you handle fear?", and
"What are your fears or concerns regarding writing?"
A second discussion subject focuses on motivation through defining the purposes
and benefits of writing. Talking about the purposes and benefits of writing provides
students with a clearer, more central purpose--a needed motivation to write.
The demonstration includes a writing assignment which applies the theme in a
poem to the students' lives. They read and discuss Robert Frost's "The Road Not Taken"
and prewrite about, discuss, then formally write about a time in their own lives when they
chose "the road less traveled" and it "made all the difference." This assignment allows
students to write about a familiar subject, their lives; it prepares students for their first
formal essay, the narrative essay. This combination of opening assignments and
discussion subjects set student expectations for the rest of the semester and help students
to begin thinking of themselves as members of a growing, working, and producing
writing community.
Katie Cain
\

I

TAKING A NEW APPROACH TO BOOK REPORTS
The goal of this demonstration is to give teachers new ideas for assigning
independent reading assignments. The demonstrator shows examples of five different
projects that students of any age will enjoy. The final example is a pop-up scene card
that the teachers create in groups of four. The demonstrator reads a picture book entitled
Grandpa's Teeth, and the teachers create their own ending.
Michelle Duke
EXTRA, EXTRA, WRITE ALL ABOUT IT
Working in collaborative groups of four, students produce a newspaper on an assigned
chapter in their social studies book. Using the textbook, students brainstorm for ideas to
write about for their headline story. Blending fact and fiction, the headline story offers
the participants a chance to internalize the information and imagine what it was like to
live in that time period. The paper also includes editorial, human interest, and
miscellaneous pages. Artwork complements the pages, and students are encouraged to
write advertisements, want ads, and editorials that are creative and relative to the time
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frame studied. After completion, one group member shares the highlights of the finished
paper with the entire class.
Lauri Moore Elam

"DON'T YOU NEED A PENCIL TO WRITE?":
COMPUTERS IN THE CLASSROOM
This demonstration illustrates the importance of using computers in the early
grades. The teacher begins by asking each participant to draw a monster and then use the
word processor to write a descriptive paragraph about it. Following this, the participants
discuss the reasons for using computers in the classroom and the procedures to follow.
Several activities and web sites are given during the demonstration. To end the
demonstration, the teacher gives the participants a descriptive paragraph written by
someone else and assigns them to read the paragraph and draw a monster from the
description. The participants read their paragraph to the class and compare monster
pictures.
Staci D. Jenkins

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
This teacher demonstration project, "Practice Makes Perfect," details a term-long effort.
Each term begins with "I Am" poems as the first writing assignment. Also, early in this
week, students make their journal covers, collages which represent all aspects of students'
lives. Each Monday, students write journal entries. Students then begin the writing of
paragraphs (narrative, descriptive, expository, and persuasive) which are thoroughly
explained. Then, they move on to write essays. Honors English students write notecards,
and seniors compose research papers and resumes. As a culmination of all these writing
projects, many students enter writing contests and also publish their work. They not only
feel that they are successful as high school writers, but that they are also prepared for any
writing assignment.
Gail Kelley

WRITING IN MATH: MAKING THE IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE
This presentation shows how to implement writing in the math classroom. To
begin, the teacher first needs to know the students' feelings about math. This can be
discovered by using a "Math Is" poem in which the students use the five senses to
describe their feelings. Other activities include writing journals, math autobiographies,
and the steps in the solution of math problems.
Michelle Regina McKinney
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CHUNKING THE RESEARCH PAPER
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{

"Chunking the Research Paper" alludes to breaking down the components of the
research paper and teaching them in a sequence based upon the grade level of the student.
In the fifth grade, for instance, students are guided through the entire experience with the
teacher helping the students to accomplish the project. In the sixth grade, the students
would again be guided but would produce a bibliography page and bibliography cards on
their own after a short review. Each successive school year, students would be given
more freedom to do chunks of the work on their own.
Research does not have to conclude in a paper, but rewarding and creative
assigrunents can represent the outcome of good research. The purpose of teaching the
research paper in this manner is to have children actually learn more than just notecards,
to give them more confidence by training them, and to produce a good quality outcome,
limiting the need of the student to plagiarize.
Alice McWhorter

WANT .... STRUGGLE .... SURPRISE
This demonstration gives ten questions that teachers can ask their students when
writing a narrative story. The questions are from a workshop given by John Gardiner at
the IRA Conference 2000. These questions involve getting children to think of different
wants that they might have. After a discussion of different types of wants ( ex. wanting a
CD vs. wanting a father), the students brainstorm three struggles they must overcome to
get what they want. The teacher must emphasize that the first two struggles have to fail
or the story ends. The final struggle brings the conclusion of the story. The teacher can
let the students work in groups or individually on these questions. The stories can then
be published in mini-books, on the Internet, or through any other method of publishing
the teacher chooses.
Robin Norred

\
A TITANIC-SIZED LESSON
To inspire students to write creatively, teachers can add to text lessons by bringing in
outside sources. In one such lesson, after reading a section in under water exploration
from the science text, the class views video footage from Titanic exploration. This
lesson develops personal background and experience for the class and enables students to
write stories as if they were embarking on such an expedition.
Lisa Roberts
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CREATIVE WRITING IN MUSIC
Writing is the capturing of thoughts and feelings and putting them on paper. Music is
a wonderful tool to elicit that thought and feeling. It may open a whole new world of
thought and inspiration for some of the students if we partner music with writing. This
demonstration offers several ways of incorporating music into any grade-level classroom.
The goal is to motivate students through the use of the arts in the classroom.
Susan Runner
GETTING PERSONAL THROUGH WRITING
Autobiographical writing is designed to motivate students to write about
something they know- themselves. This lesson includes writing memoirs and "I Am"
poems to be put in portfolios. The activity begins with a brief discussion of three
childhood objects the students bring from home. The students share personal memories
about each object. The class discusses autobiographies and examples of authors who
have written their own memoirs. The students write ten memoir sentences, each with its
own illustration. They follow strict guidelines for each memoir sentence. Later, they
write an "I Am" poem that is also illustrated. The memoirs are put away to be given as
graduation gifts in the form of a Memoir Book. The "I Am" poems are placed in their
portfolios to be kept by the students.
Paige Smith

THE AFFECTIVE APPROACH TO EFFECTIVELY WRITE ABOUT LITERATURE
This demonstration shows a compelling method of encouraging students to write
about literature. After students read a piece, such as "Richard Cory," the teacher asks a
series of questions designed to appeal to the students' emotional reactions. Students
voice their opinions and write down their summaries. The teacher randomly assigns
students characters in the work and asks them to write their personal views in the voice
of the character. This allows the student to view the work from a new perspective and
envelops them in the literature. After this procedure, the students are more receptive to
cognitive questioning and mechanical evaluations.
Ben Thomas

TEACHING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

The main objective of the presentation "Teaching across the Curriculum" is to
give educators a way to incorporate writing into all disciplines. Writing can be added to
any subject discipline if educators think creatively. These science activities incorporate
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math, science, English, and social studies, and should help students realize that all
disciplines are interrelated. The activities incorporate analysis, application, discussion,
evaluation, problem solving, small group work, synthesis, and writing.
Crystal Venable
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Sonja Adams
i

I

I am a teacher-friend, adviser,
planner, confidant, mentor, substitute
parent, counselor, dispenser of knowledg
organizer, coach, disciplinarian . . .
How can one person be all these thing
Only by the grace of God.

Adams 12
Making Memories
People call my teacher friend Teresa Noell and me Lucy and Ethel. For twentyfive years, we have chaperoned students to Beta Club Conventions, Scholar's Bowl
competitions, language art competitions, and professional play performances from
Montgomery to Huntsville. During these trips, we have experienced many adventuresmost beginning with the word LOST-lost luggage, lost students, and just plain lost.
However, probably the most unusual adventure---except for the time we were stranded in
Mobile during the Blizzard of '93-was a fateful day trip to see the National Theater
Company perform Romeo and Juliet at Miles College in Birmingham.
Planning for the trip began as usual. I had the tickets in hand, the bus reserved,
and the students' notarized permission slips on file. Everything was ready for another
field trip. I had told the bus company that I did not know how to get to Miles College, so
we needed a driver who knew how to get there. I was assured that the driver would
know the way. Therefore, every detail was planned for a well-organized trip.

I'

On the morning we were to leave, I left home with my usual apprehension-what
if the bus isn't there? When I got within view of the school, I was relieved to see that it
was. (I did not know at the time that it would have been better had the bus not shown
up.) I talked to the driver and told him that we didn't know the way to Miles. I assumed
from his response that he knew. The students arrived, and we were off to Birmingham.
All the way down Interstate 20, Teresa and I talked and talked, trying to catch up
on the past several days. Although we teach only a few rooms from each other, we
seldom have a chance to talk. I was paying no attention to where we were until I
suddenly realized that we were on our way to Tuscaloosa! I asked the driver when we
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would get to Miles College. Then, he told me that he didn't know where it was. After
going a few more miles, he finally turned at an exit and headed back toward
Birmingham. When we were almost there, Teresa and I decided to take over. We had
the driver stop at several service stations so that we could ask directions. (Women
always stop to ask directions!) We did look a little funny jumping off a commercial bus
at service stations.
After several stops and finally calling the college, we got directions. The college
sent an orange car to escort us to the correct location. By this time, we were quite late.
We came into the play after Romeo and Juliet had already met and fallen in love. Since
the students had studied the play and all they really cared about anyway was getting a
day out of school, they didn't mind having missed a little of the action. The production
was fairly good, considering that we had to sit on cement steps because we had arrived
late and the seats were all taken. As we left the theater, I thought, "We have just been
through the worst that could happen on a one-day trip." Little did I know that what lay
ahead was something few people have experienced. We could have been the subjects for
a Gilligan's Island II pilot.
Forty-five ravenous students and two teachers boarded the bus ready to head for
Eastwood Mall to eat and shop. The campus policeman asked the driver ifhe should
lead us out. Our driver said no. Teresa and I said yes. Ignoring us, the policeman told
the driver how to get to the interstate, and we were on our way. Eastwood Mall, here we
Come!-we thought. The driver thought we were supposed to turn at Avenue J; we
thought the policeman had said Avenue I. Of course, we headed toward Avenue J.
Suddenly, the driver started up a steep road, only to discover that it was really a private
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driveway. He started to back down, but the back bumper dug into the pavement and
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stuck. He tried to go forward-the bus wouldn't budge. He tried to go backward-the
bus still wouldn't budge. By this time, the students were getting upset. Everyone had a
suggestion about how to get the bus unstuck. They started complaining about how
hungry they were and asking if we would ever get to the mall.
We decided to all get off the bus, hopefully to raise it up and maybe dislodge the
bumper. Everybody piled off the bus. The driver tried in vain to get the bumper loose,
but only succeeded in burning up the clutch. Disgusted, the students sat down in a yard
that had a "KEEP OFF!" sign in bright red letters prominently displayed near the street
and complained about how hungry they were.
By now, the neighbors were all outside their homes, surprised to see a
commercial bus stuck in the pavement on their quiet neighborhood street. One man
offered to let the bus driver and me use his phone, so the driver called the bus company
and told the dispatcher about the incident. He seemed more concerned about his job than
anything else. By this time, I had decided that we had an imbecile for a driver, so I
talked to the dispatcher also. I didn't know that while we were making phone calls, the
students were checking the driver's ice chest for alcohol and being chased by a dog. I
told the dispatcher that I was going to try to find a way to get us to Eastwood Mall and
arranged with her to have a bus at the mall by the time we got there. I called the
Birmingham Transit Authority and made arrangements to ride a city bus to Eastwood.
We had fifteen minutes to walk five blocks to the bus stop across from Fairfield High
School. We told the students to get everything off the bus because we would not be
coming back. Then, we headed off at a fast pace toward the bus stop. Forty-seven
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people hurrying along the neighborhood sidewalk caused many people to come outside
their homes to stare or ask questions. Would you believe a story about a bus being stuck
in the pavement?
We made it to the bus stop with five minutes to spare. We could finally relax a
little. Suddenly, Nikki realized that she had left her application for the Junior Miss
Competition on the bus. We all yelled-"Forget it!" Then, she started crying and said
her mother would kill her if she didn't mail the application that day. I told her to stay
right where she was. While we were looking down the street for the city bus, Nikki ran
off toward the other bus. I sent Daniel and Thomas to pick her up physically and bring
her back. By this time, we could see the bus coming. Thomas and Nikki came back just
as the bus pulled up to the curb. Where was Daniel? He had run on to the bus to get
Nikki's papers. As hungry as the students were and as mad as they were with Nikki, I
am still surprised that they didn't kill her right then and eat her.
Luckily, the superintendent of the transit authority had followed the bus. I really
don't know why. I am sure he gets a request every day to pick up forty-five stranded
high school students and their teachers whose bus is stuck in the pavement. Anyway,
Teresa piled into his car, and they set off to get Daniel while I boarded the bus with the
rest of the students. For some odd reason, I thought that this bus would take us directly
to Eastwood Mall. Wrong! We went the route the bus usually follows-up and down
every street, stopping at every bus stop. I am not going to repeat the questions we got
every time a new person got on board the bus, but you can just imagine.
Finally, we reached the Alabama Theater where we had to change buses. One
bright point-Teresa and Daniel met us there and got on the bus with us. Things were
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looking up! After going down the rest of the Birmingham streets and stopping at the rest
of the bus stops, we finally arrived at Eastwood Mall. It was now 3 :00, the time we were
supposed to be back at the school! We all hit the phone-calling the school, parents, and
employers-to make sure everyone know where we were. I called the bus company, and
the dispatcher assured me that a bus with red letters should soon be pulling into the
parking lot. Finally, we could relax and EAT!
Most of us ate in the food court and watched for the bus that would take us home.
Suddenly, one of the girls said, " Mrs. Adams, wasn't that a bus with red letters that just
went by the door?" I went running out into the parking lot waving my arms like a mad
woman and watched the bus go into the Century Plaza parking lot. I wanted to sit down
and cry. Was that bus really going to leave us? I went back inside and told everyone
that our bus had just gone to Century Plaza. We were standing around forlornly when a
student said, "There's the bus!" Out we ran. I don't know if the driver fully understood
how truly grateful we were to get on that bus.

I '
I

After we got back to the school safely, Teresa said to our students-"Remember,
when you go anywhere with Mrs. Noell and Mrs. Adams, you always make memories!"
A student said, "And we always need to remember to bring extra underwear!"
She was one of the students in Mobile during the Blizzard of '93.
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Tiie Continuing Saga of Lucy and Ethel

"Remember, with Mrs. Noell and Mrs. Adams, you always make memories" was
the way the last episode of 'The Lucy and Ethel Show" ended. We left the two main
characters relieved after finally arriving home after nine hours of a six-hour field trip.
What should be the adventure of today's episode? Should it be the "ants in the motel
bed" or the "missing White House" incident? After all, it was during the "ants" incident
that my teacher friend Teresa and I were first called Lucy and Ethel; however, the
"missing White House" would probably make more interesting reading. So I will go with
"The Day the White House Disappeared."
We had tried several times to mail our registrations in time to be accepted for the
Jacksonville State University In-service Center's Colonial Williamsburg/
Washington, D. C., trip. Every year, we were too late. The day the confirmations
arrived, Teresa ran to my classroom to tell me the good news. "Finally, we got our
registrations in on time! We're going on the trip to Williamsburg and Washington!" We
were ecstatic and ready to begin our trip. The morning of June 24, ninety-five teachers,
only two of whom were men, boarded two Thrasher Brothers tour buses for the hip.
(Have you noticed how many of my stories involve commercial buses? We should have
learned our lesson on the last trip.)
After boarding the black bus with gold musical instruments painted down both
sides, we settled in seats near the middle of the bus. As usual, Teresa and I started
talking to catch up on what had happened since school ended. The first surprise came as
we were leaving Jacksonville. In the middle of our conversation, I realized that those
sixty-five-foot long buses were turning onto White's Gap Road instead of going straight
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down Highway 21 to Interstate 20. We were going over the mountain! I don't know if!
can fully explain what this means if you have never gone this way. White's Gap Road
would be bad enough. But when we got to the four-way stop at White's Gap Church, we
didn't go over the less curvy road. We went over Cottaquilla Road! This is not only
narrow, but it has two hairpin curves--{)ne curves up, and the other curves down. I really
saw no way those long buses were going to make it around those curves. The teachers
who could keep from screaming just sat with their mouths open. (Have you seen Lucy
and Desi's movie The long, long Trailer? In this movie as they were going through the
mountains pulling their house trailer behind, Lucy decided to ride in the trailer so that she
could have supper cooked by the time they got to their destination for the night. As the
trailer wound up and down hills and around the sharp curves, Lucy was tossed all around
inside, flour and other kitchen things spilling all over her. We felt almost the way she
must have.) Miraculously, we made it down the mountain and, finally, to I-20 by going
to Heflin, my hometown, right by my house that I had left two hours earlier.
We made it to Williamsburg without any serious incidents, except the problem of
ninety-three women and two men stopping at the same rest stops at the same time for
potty breaks. The men just had to wait while we used both the men's and the women's
restrooms! The only incident at Colonial Williamsburg was that Teresa and I were leftagain by a bus! We had gone to the wrong side of the building where we were supposed
to meet the buses. By the time we realized we were standing in the wrong place and got
to the right one, we saw the back of a black bus with gold trim as it went up the street and
turned right. We were trying to decide whether we could somehow walk to our hotel
when the JSU van drove up. Vickie Brown, the director, opened the door, and we
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sheepishly climbed inside. Of course, we felt rather foolish-like two of our high school
students.
The next day, we arrived in Washington, D. C. I will make a long story short and
save the National Cathedral incident for another time. I will go straight to the White
House story. That's the entire problem. We had gone straight to the White House
several times that week, but for some reason, on this particular day we couldn't find it.
We had had an uneventful trip to Mount Vernon. After we got off the tour bus,
we decided to walk from the Washington Monument to our hotel, the DoubleTree. This
had been our one free day, and we were having supper with the rest of the group at a
really nice restaurant that night. Because Teresa and I love to eat, especially in fancy
restaurants, we were not going to miss this meal. We had allowed plenty of time to walk
to the hotel, take leisurely baths, and dress for dinner. When we left the Washington
Monument, we headed toward the White House. Our hotel was straight up the street
from it. However, when we had walked long enough in the almost 100-degree heat
(Washington was having a heat wave.) to get to the White House, it wasn't there! We
kept walking and ended up downtown. We tried several different streets-no White
House anywhere! Finally, we started stopping people on the sidewalks who looked like
natives and asking them to show us how to get to the White House. Nobody could tell us.
They were as lost as we were. Things were getting desperate. We went into a shop and
asked the proprietor ifhe could tell us where the White House was. We told him that we
could find our hotel if we could find the White House. He said that he didn't think we
could get to it from there, but he did help us find the way to the DoubleTree. We never
did find the White House.
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We just knew that the group would be gone and we had missed supper. We
Ir

'

walked as fast as we could to the hotel. The buses were already out front. We hurried to
our room, changed clothes, put deodorant and perfume on our sweaty bodies, and got on
the bus. I really feel for the people who had no choice but to sit near us.

I ''
'

I know you are saying that the White House would not disappear and that I made
this up, but after we had told our story to the rest of the group, four other ladies asked,
"You couldn't find the White House, either?" Because the White House had disappeared
for a day-six of us had been lost and almost missed our big night out.
I am sure there is some logical reason for the White House's disappearance-probably a cover-up scheme, Clinton's trying to keep one of his intern trysts secret, or
David Copperfield's latest magic trick. I know the disappearance didn't make the nightly
news, but I believe someday some reporter (maybe the one who broke the Watergate
Scandal) will stumble onto the incident and inform the American people.
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Don Bennett
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"What a long strange trip it's been."
Hunter, Garcia, Lesh, Weir
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Journal Writing: A Pathway to Growth for Teachers and Students
One of the first things that teachers of English are told is that they should have
their students write in a journal. Textbooks include journal writing assignments in their
suggestions for lesson plans, and teachers of methodology courses often look for student
journal writing assignments to be included in student teacher coursework. But do
teachers of writing really understand why it is important for their students to keep
journals and to write in them often? Even more importantly, do these same teachers of
writing understand that it is equally important that they keep journals themselves?
Most English teachers do include journal writing of one sort or another in their
coursework. It usually takes the form of short daily or weekly writing assignments
written in response to prompts given by the teacher. "If you were a car, what model car
would you be? Explain your answer" is a common type of journal assignment given to
students in middle or high school grades. The qualifier "explain your answer" is usually
necessary to prevent students from answering with only one or two words. Such journal
assignments are usually assigned at the beginning of the class period (to give the teacher
a chance to take roll) and are checked periodically. These journal entries are always
written in a hurry, usually without thought as to how the student really feels about the
question, and, often, immediately before they are due. When asked whether or not they
felt that journal writing benefited them, this teacher's students usually answered that it
was a waste of time. The few students who answered otherwise seemed to do it because
they were attempting to answer as they feltthe teacher wanted them to answer rather than
how they really felt.
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Is journal writing a waste of time for students? When author Tom Romano's
students were given the assignment of keeping a journal, all of his students responded
except one (10). When confronted with the prospect of failing the course, this student
reluctantly and begrudgingly turned in an entry that was full of emotion and rancor.
Although the student had written it unwillingly, "his boiling anger had propelled him to
fluency and an unmistakable voice-the goals of journal writing" (13).

In contrast to Romano's perceived goal of journal writing, Pat Juell finds that the
course journals her students keep are a "greenhouse ... (that) develops ideas from one
nub of growth to a garden of observation, reaction, analysis, and evaluation" ( 187). Ms.
Juell's metaphor of the course journal as a greenhouse for student writing is especially
apropos. Her position is that student writing is developed over the course of the class
term and that this journal is a particularly relevant source of writing material for
continued writing. This seems proven by the varied examples of student writing she
gives in the chapter. Her students use methods such as free writing, creative definition,
and unsent letters to explore a variety of topics and writing styles. Where Mr. Romano
feels that student writing should be left to the student, Ms. Juell considers the course
journal the place where student writing progresses, or grows, with help from both
internal (the student writer) and external (the teacher) sources ( 187).
This idea that journal writing is a place where student writers develop is echoed
by Wilma Martin, a retired high school art teacher. Ms. Martin used journal writing in
her art classes for many years and is herself a long-time journal writer. When she was
asked why students should keep a journal, Ms. Martin gave a one word answer: growth.
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"In every aspect of life-personally, as a writer, in thinking skills, communication skills,"
she elaborated, "in every possible way, students develop by keeping a journal."
Peter Stillman, author of Writing Your Way, calls his students' journals "learning
logs" and says he tells his students that they are "a means of communicating with
yourself and your teacher how you're responding to and understanding something you're
studying" (18). Stillman sees much of the journal's importance coming from its ability to
bridge the gap between student and teacher. Because of the size of classes, it is almost
impossible for teachers and students to meet on a daily basis and discuss students'
understanding of the concepts being taught them. His suggestion that students write in
their journals at the end of class and "jot down what you've learned ( or didn't) that day"
as a means of clarifying learning and understanding lessons is a valid one ( 18). He even
suggests that group journals can be used by classes as a means of alerting teachers to
problems.

It is obvious, then, that journal writing is a valuable tool for students in their
development as writers and thinkers. But what about teachers? Do they need to keep
journals as well? "The journal is an incomparable tool for documenting, organizing, and
analyzing practice and the contexts within which teaching and learning take place," says
Mary Louise Holly. "The multiple perspectives that the journal enables the writer to

explore, both in terms of time (past, present, and future), and points of view (situational,
personal, and role-related), make new images of practice-professional practice-possible"
(161-162). In other words, teachers can use journals as a medium by which they can
analyze and reflect on their relationships with their students, their methods of teaching,
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and their overall classroom experience. Journals can be used to reflect on past events,
review current classroom situations, and plan for future actions. The journal as a
professional development tool thus becomes an integral part of teacher planning. Rather
than relying on memory to adapt and grow as teachers, individuals using a journal have a
written record of successes and failures in the classroom.
This same professional growth derived from journal-keeping can only lead to
personal growth as well. When Wilma Martin was asked during the interview why
teachers needed to keep journals, she replied with the same answer she gave regarding
why students should keep journals: growth. Holly notes that all journals, whether their
intent is professional development or not, are "personal documents" (xii).
As in student journals, the writer of the journal and the audience he or she is
writing for are one and the same. Therefore, there are no rules as to the format that the
journal should take. Peter Stillman says this when he cites Henry David Thoreau's quote
that journals are "of myself, for myself" (13). Stillman means that journals should satisfy
no requirements except those of the writers themselves. Because journal writings are
such personal documents, they can only lead to an individual's growth and development.
In One to One, Christina Baldwin says that her own journal is "massively incomplete, yet
tremendously important in its attempt to tell an authentic story of myself, to myself" (6).
The common thread found in both authors' definition of journal writing (the word
"myself'') is the essence of why keeping a journal is important. Journals are an
individual endeavor, a personal journey. The fact that they can be used for both personal
and professional development affords teachers the opportunity to grow as individuals and
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members of the academic community. By introducing journal writing to students,
teachers can also give them a valuable tool in the quest for self-knowledge, a tool which,
if used faithfully, can teach them more about themselves than any classroom could.
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Success
If there was ever a time I needed help, it was now. I was up to my eyeballs in
term papers with no end in sight. My students had responded a little too enthusiastically
to my call for early submissions, and I found myself with no time left for my own
writing.
That's what I do. I write. At least, that was my plan. I was going to write
stories, novels, poetry-anything and everything. I would just sit back, and the words
would pour out ofme like water. I'd be a human fax machine. All the ideas my brain
could create would be phoned to my fingers, and complete works of literature would
emerge via my computer's word-processing program. I'd just wait for the adulation of
my adoring fans.
I knew that success was inevitable. After all, I aced everything I ever wrote in
school. High school, college-it didn't matter. Not only did I get an "A" on my work, it
was the best in class. Writing seemed to come naturally to me. When I was in high
school, my essays were included in the literary magazine, and my entries in local writing
contests always won first place. In college, it was much the same; I could always come
up with a new angle on a tired, old topic that had been played out by other student
writers.
Like I said, success was inevitable. I knew that I would become a professional
writer and make lots of money. I went to college because it was expected of me, even
though I knew that I didn't really need to. I didn't need anyone to teach me how to write.
I was a natural! But my parents insisted that I needed something to fall back on. Being
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an English major was a no-brainer, but at their insistence, I took enough education
courses to qualify for my teaching certificate.
"Just in case things start out slow," they said.
After graduation, I didn't bother to interview for a job anywhere. I wasn't going
to need one. I was well on my way to producing a significant body of work that would
be snapped up by the first publisher I submitted it to. I figured I could just continue to
live with my college buddies and get by with doing a little lawn work in the
neighborhood or by tutoring some of the kids at the community college. After all, I
didn't need much to live on. I'd eat at home and save my partying until after I hit it big.
Then I'd have plenty of money to celebrate.

It didn't take long to see that my master plan had at least one flaw in it. My first
few submissions to publishing houses were rejected. I couldn't believe that someone
found something missing in my writing. At least, they gave me some feedback.
"This is too ambitious a project for a newcomer," one editor wrote.
"Maybe you should start out with a few short stories, submitted to some
magazines," another volunteered. "Just to get your feet wet."
"OK," I told my friends, "I'll make a name for myself as a magazine writer first."
I wasn't worried; after all, success was inevitable.
I didn't realize how many magazines there were until I started receiving rejection
slips from them all. I submitted short stories to Atlantic Monthly, science fiction to
Amazing Stories, poetry to Other Voices, mysteries to Elle1y Queen's, kid's stories to
Boy's Life, and even dirty limericks to Playboy. When I got rejected by the national
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magazines, I tried the local and regional ones. The results were the same. I was rejected
again and again.
I couldn't understand why I was getting the runaround from all these editors.
What was worse, I was broke. I called my parents and asked if I could come back home
for a while.
"Just for a little while," I promised them, "just until I can figure out what these
publishers want. Don't worry. My success as a writer is inevitable."
After six months of sitting at home, pounding away at the keys of my computer,
writing and rewriting, trying to figure out what would sell, I was at my wit's end.
My father, sensing my frustration, said, "Why don't you forget about writing for a
little while? You've got your degree in education. Why don't you teach?"
I agreed that I should probably take a break. I could continue to write while
teaching. So what, if it took me a little longer to get my big break? I knew it was going
to happen sooner or later. My success was ... well, you know.
So that brings me to where I am today: sitting here, grading term papers, and
recalling the details of the writing career that I thought was my destiny. I've been
teaching for a number of years now, mostly tenth and eleventh grade. I still write, of
course, but now it's mostly for my own amusement. I try to do the same writing
assignments that I give my students: essays, short stories, poems. I still look over my old
writings occasionally and change them a little here and there.
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But I spend most of my time looking at the work of other writers, specifically that
of my students. They're turning into quite skilled writers themselves. In fact, one of
them wrote me a little note the other day.
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Dear Mr. Carpenter,
I just wanted to thank you for helping me to appreciate the writing I've been
doing in your class. Even though I've been writing stuff for years, you are the first
teacher that made me feel like a real writer! I guess it's because I can tell that you really
love writing yourself. It's been a lot easier for me to be enthusiastic about expressing
myself in words with someone like you helping and encouraging me. Thanks again
making me a success as a writer!
Love,
Mandy
See? Like I said all along, success was inevitable.

I
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Ada. V. Blair

Read a little to know me a lot.
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That Old Ditch

That old ditch was ugly and smelly.
The moss that grew on one side of the ditch was nasty, yet a very rich green in color.
That old ditch was not a good thing to have so close to my house where
My daddy kept a row of rosebushes for my mama, red and white ones which
would flourish and thicken each year.
That old ditch was dangerous, but nobody ever fell in.
Everybody would just stop by to sit and watch it flow and overflow.
The boys would go in to catch tadpoles or to see how far the creek went over
into another neighborhood.
Many marriages started at the ditch with the holding of hands and a flowing
glance.
.
We would throw stones into the ditch to see how far we could throw, but
The ditch kept flowing; we never knew where our rocks would land.
Mama kept the barbed wire for us to stay clear of the ditch, or maybe she had the wire
there to protect the cloud white-like lilies that grew tall and danced on their
strong stalks announcing the joy of spring trying to hide the
ugliness of that old ditch.
Like Mama and Daddy, the ditch is gone.
There is no rich green moss gathered because the rocks are all gone, too.
The roses come back, two or three each year.
No tadpoles, no boys to engineer the creek, no place to talk and toss stones,
No place for lovers to stop and plan their future.
The lilies must have been stolen with the closing of the ditch.
A road came along instead, but nobody stops to look.

[

They took our mirror, our Midas, our nurturer, our work area, our river, our beach, and
our ballpark.

I '
That old ditch was very important.
Why couldn't I see it then?
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The Journal Of A Lifetime
The day had finally come. Our hearts were weak from our great loss. We knew
that they were gone forever, but Carolyn's journal would be something for us to keep her
close forever. I knew we would find it tucked near her seat or in her purse with a pen
I .

I

close by. She enjoyed the smoothness of a black Sanford uniball gel pen. We just had to
find it. Jean, Joe, and Dino had chosen Friday as the search day. We would board the
tiny submersible named Joey from the family yacht, Annie, and begin our search for
John-John's wife's diary. We needed to pack lightly remembering the essentials: water,
food, socks, sweaters, and knitted hats. The search should only have taken a day at the
most, but we ran into some difficulty with Mama accompanying us.
Mama had too much to carry. We had to leave for Annie later than we had
planned. Mama tried to bring something special for everyone on board.

It was no

surprise that she forgot an extra sweater for herself in all of her packing preparation.
She cried on every hour, and she was very distracting to Joey's crew. The only thing that
changed her thoughts of grief and loss was the animal life that we saw as we traveled to
the plane wreckage. A dolphin stayed by our side throughout our descent, but once two
terribly aggressive sharks started pursuit, it was off, leaving us to see many schools of
fish in our travel. Crabs and other colorful water creatures were moving in and around
the wreckage.
Two good research swimmers were ejected from Joey, and they began their
search for Carolyn's journal. They took lights attached to their equipment. It would
have been very dark and scary without these, due to the depth of our dive. After about
thirty minutes, it seemed as though they had been gone for hours.

We were too excited
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to nap in the tight-spaced vessel, and we really didn't have time to rest or break. We
knew those guys were looking for something for us. The time made us reminisce about
our childhood days and how we played in the summer in Grandma's blackberry patch.
Carolyn's face would be painted purple, and her hands were stained and sweet smelling.
She would lick her fingers once she finished her berries. Jean, on the other hand, was
able to pick and eat her berries without ever ruining her clothes. She would have some
left for Mama to use in pies and cobblers. Nadine would never pick them. She would
just tease us saying, "Mama's gonna kill you, look at your clothes!" We passed away the
time with memories of the good old days. Everyone was amused while Joey continued to
float around the plane crash site.
The view of the wreckage was horrible and heart wrenching. Why did John-John
have to fly in to Martha's Vineyard at night? Why did he have to pilot?. Why did
Carolyn's accompany him? We knew she was not happy about flying and John-John's
piloting was always more than she wanted.
The crew came back in to Joey, but not before a young octopus came along and
tried its best to hug us to death blocking the light. The tentacles were long, wavy, green,
and a lot like suction cups. Knowing that the octopus could only hug us brought up two
ideas-the loss of John-John and Carolyn and the safety of this high-tech machinery, the
submersible, Joey. Once the crew got back in, their assistants helped them change out of
their gear. They came in to the big workroom and handed Mama a small wet package
that was still zipped water tight. Mama took the dripping package and handed it over to
Jean, who opened it and found a pen and a book, bent, possibly folded, during the crash.
As she opened the book, we began to weep endlessly, knowing that it was all we'd have
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of Carolyn other than our many memories. Jean turned to the folded page where Carolyn
i '

had drawn wedding bells on the left. There they were, her last words. She wrote, "What

I

a lovely day for a wedding and what better a place than the family grounds at Martha's
Vineyard." Something must have changed her attention because her thoughts changed,
and she began to write about the water and its beauty.

"The water is so cold and

beautiful." Who would have guessed that in its beauty it would consume them and
become our burial ground." Reluctantly, I was glad to know that the crew had recovered
thejournal.
The search was worth it. Carolyn's last entry read, "Remember that we love each
of you."

I
I

'
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Writing is a Whole Lifetime
Writing is a whole lifetime and a lot ofpractice ...
Writing is not a McDonald's Hamburger. The cooking is slow, and in the
beginning you are not sure whether a roast or a banquet or a lamb chop will be
the result.
Writing Down the Bones
Natalie Goldberg

At times, when I feel my students think that when I give them a writing
assignment, their first submission is the one. No revisions are needed. "What's wrong
with it? I did what you asked. I have never done it that way. I don't have a problem with
the old way. It didn't take long, either." These are just a few of the statements I get
when I return their work with some editing remarks. They do not understand that writing
requires practice for perfection and that practice is a good word for editing and revision.
Many times, I find my students just don't want to do anything. A free day is their
desire. Even the simplest assignments are received like a visit to the dentist. I have to
remind them that what I give them is painless and that they will like the finished product.
They try to argue and debate the writing assignment, but I always win, even if it is only
in the joy of knowing that they appreciated what they wrote in the end.
I assign a poetry writing/reading activity every year. I give these guidelines:
1. Four poems should be presented and read before the class.

2. Two should be those of published authors.
3. Those two should have parenthetical documentation.
4. The last two should be of your own writing.
a. Each should have a minimum of fourteen lines.
b. Rhyming is not required
c. No sexual promotion is allowed.
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d. Substance abuse promotion cannot be a topic.
e. Profanity or any vulgar use of the English language is not allowed.
f.

Copies of your poems should be made available to each member of
your class, including the teacher.

5. All poems should have a relevant graphic on the printed page.

6. Staples or hole punches should not be used.
7. You will not need to use a folder or binder.
8. I will bind your personal poems at the close of the Poetry Reading activity.
Many of my students believe this is a waste of time. Others even go so far as to ask,
"Why are we doing this?"

After I finish defending my assignment rights, I am

bombarded with the question, "Why does everyone have to have a copy," or "Can
students just pay for their own copies if they want one?" I cannot get them to see at that
moment that this assignment will be a keepsake for each of them and their legacy to me.
This is a way for them to be published writers as well.
As the Poetry Reading day approaches, we study poetry and discuss poetry
extensively.

We read all types of poetry.

We talk about rhyme schemes, dialect,

figurative language, imagery, and metrical patterns. We scan a few poems, and we have
readarounds of poems for interpretation.

By the time we have our poetry reading

activity, my students are excited and happy to read their work.
A number of times, I find tears streaming down the faces of my children, or I hear
words put into phrases that some would never have the audience to hear ordinarily.
Sometimes, they share a secret. Sometimes, we laugh and shout. There are times when I
remember to have soft music playing. I cannot believe how some of the same children
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who were reluctant to participate four weeks before are happy and excited about reading
and hearing their work.

Sometimes, they even plan to have refreshments, and they

practice snapping their fingers instead of clapping their hands. (I think their parents are
involved in the activity, too. How would they know to snap instead of clap?)
The activity is always a rewarding one to my students and me. By the time I
begin to bind their poems, some students have collected poems from students in other
sections to add to their collection. I make the cover different, but with the same words
year after year, "Once Upon a Rhyme .... "

I
!

I

I
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Katie Cain
"All serious daring starts from within.
Eudora Welty
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Uncle Vernon
!

'
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i

I sit in the middle of the floor amidst piles of photographs in varying states of

1.

I

I'

decay. Black and white, a few color, they are filled with faces I know, staring up at me
from their disorganized piles. Mostly, the pictures are of my family; some members I
recognize because I have known them, others because they bear strong physical traits of
the line. One picture stands out, with smiling faces and long, slender bodies belonging to
hard workers. They are my Uncle Vernon, Uncle Bill, Uncle Lindsey, Aunt Alta, and,
my grandfather, who died before I was born. Today, the last of these siblings, Vernon
Blair, was buried.
At visitation last night, people of all ages and backgrounds came to pay their
respects. Teary-eyed, they walked by the silver, metallic casket and talked about how
good he looked, how handsome in that blue suit, and later, away from the soulless body,
they said, "Wasn't it a shame how he died? All alone like that?" The women talked about
the bachelor who died a lonely death. The men said, "Just saw 'im that very mornin' for
breakfast at the Dairy Queen. He said he was a feelin' better that he had in weeks. Who

I ,
'

I

II

woulda known?" So they speculated on and said the usual things that are said at a

I,

visitation.
Uncle Vernon did die alone. He had a heart attack. He knew, though, the time

I

was nearing. He had been sick often in the past year, frequently being admitted into the
small,
local hospital. Recently, to the relief and joy of the family, he joined the church which he
had attended most of his life. And weeks later, he died. "We found 'im Thursdy night.

i•

I:
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Bonnie called 'n asked would we g'over 'n check on Vernon. She'd been callin' all
evenin' 'n couldn't get t'hold of 'im. His doors was unlocked, 'n you know he always
keeps them doors locked. We found 'im near the phone, layin' on the floor. He'd done

I'

fell over and hit his head pretty hard on the wall." The general conclusion, made by the

II

family and friends during the course of the visitation and funeral, was that Uncle Vernon

I

was going to call 911. He unlocked the door so the emergency workers could get in, then
walked to the phone, but before he could dial out, he had a heart attack, hit his head and
fell and, mercifully, died a quick death.
He was handsome in his blue suit. The only other time I had seen him in it was in
a formal picture taken for the church directory. He usually wore short-sleeved shirts, a
size too small, year round. His hair was snow white, sharply trimmed into a buzz cut. But

II .

it had grown out a little, and the mortician, even in all his efforts to create a lifelike

Ii '

corpse, had neglected this small detail. I have always heard people say of the dead, "He

I

looked so peaceful, so natural." I couldn't possibly understand how a lifeless body could
resemble a living person in any way, but he did look peaceful, asleep, and around the
corners of his mouth, there was a hint of the smile he seemed to constantly wear in life. I
was seeing him one more time to say goodbye. At any moment, it seemed, he would
open his eyes and say, as he often did, "Well, look what the cat dragged in. Where've
you been hidin' yourself? You were gone so long I thought I was gonna have to cut off

Ii '
'

your branch on the family tree." He could always make me laugh.

i

I remember spending breezy summer afternoons at the spacious, old family
farmhouse that belonged to my Uncle Vernon and Aunt Alta where I whiled away
daylight hours visiting all my favorite spots. I would wander, alone, up the long staircase
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inside to the shadowy, creaky second floor; it always gave me a thrilling fright to stand,

I

I!

surrounded by tall furniture and cool air, in the still, high-ceilinged bedrooms.
Ultimately, Uncle Vernon would find me sitting next to his bookcase filled with novels
by Earle Stanley Gardner and Zane Grey, my nose buried between slightly yellowing
pages. The cellar was another fascinating place I sometimes went with Uncle Vernon
when Aunt Alta sent us to get glass jars of recently canned tomatoes or blackberry jam.
The cellar was dark and cold, holding shelves lined with delicious vegetables and jellies I
knew would appear steaming in bowls or in fancy glass dishes on the long supper table.
Sometimes, though, I would just sit in the roomy porch swing with my aunt and uncle
looking out over those green, Kentucky fields while we watched the fireflies and Uncle
Vernon told funny stories about people he knew.
He didn't wake up. I waited. I sat on the front pew and watched the people file
by. I waited after they all left. As the last few family members walked out, I heard them
whispering. "What is she doing? Isn't-she coming? It's nine o'clock. Janice, tell Katie

I I

I

it's time to go." My mother, in an admonishing, but patient tone, whispered as the door

I

I•

shut,

I

"She'll come when she's ready." What was I doing? Talking in my head to a dead man.

I

I
Then, when I was alone, talking out loud. Telling him things I should have told him
when he was alive, hoping that somewhere in Heaven he was hearing me. I felt
comfortable talking to him, as if he was in that room listening to me. "I love you. You
always made me laugh. I couldn't wait to get to your house at Christmas or in the
summer. You were my favorite uncle. I will miss you terribly. Thank you for being my
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playmate in childhood, my encourager and booklender in adolescence, and my fan in
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adulthood." I put my hand on his chest, said, "See you soon," turned and walked away.
The funeral on Monday was short. The pastor, a kind-hearted, wise, and gentle
man, spoke about my uncle's character. "Vernon was an introspective man who liked to
worship quietly. He had many friends. He was a dedicated brother. Every day, for seven
years, Vernon drove sixty miles to see his sister Alta in the nursing home, though she
never showed signs of recognizing him ( or anyone else ). I remember going to visit Alta
one day, thinking that Vernon might be there, and as I walked through the door of Alta's
room, I saw Vernon. He was sitting by his sister's bed, reading aloud. I didn't want to
interrupt, so I stood, listening, in the doorway. He read one card after another, patiently,
clearly, as if she was listening carefully to every word. He talked to her, told her who the
cards were from, described what they looked like, and shared the good wishes they
contained. And when Alta finally left, Vernon missed her. But I believe, knowing she
was at rest, he could rest, too." And so they do.
The cars in the funeral procession filed along the road. Other traffic stopped,
pulling over, out of respect, to the side of the road. I drove through the cemetery gates
and wound along the curving road to the family plot at the top of the hill. Everything was
ready. Chairs were lined up under a respectfully dark tent. Flowers from the funeral
home sat around the open grave. No flowers, carpet, or chairs could hide the pile of dirt
and the deep hole waiting. The pallbearers carried the silver casket from the shiny,
black car. The grave seemed deep, and the pile of dirt tall. Icy wind tossed across the top
of the hill, chilling the crowd, and even the bright January sun could not warm us. After
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the prayer, everyone drove, single file, back through the gates and out into the world of
the living.
Now, I sit in the middle of years of memories. Pictures litter the floor, spilling
from boxes and albums. Uncle Vernon's house is flooded by relatives and food. People
I've never seen before introduce themselves as cousins, nieces, and nephews. I stay in the
other room trying to put together pieces of a life in pictures. Pictures of my family from
long ago, before I was born. There are pictures of the old, white, two-story farmhouse
and Sunday afternoons when the family sat, on the porch or in the yard, relaxing after a
six-day work week. Even the old grandma, not known for her smiles, stands in the
foreground of one picture, laughing at the antics of her grown children. My Uncle Bill
sits forever on a milking stool, pausing from his afternoon chores for a photo. My
grandmother and grandfather stand, arms around each other, laughing, in front of the
farmhouse. A baby girl, my mother, sits on a deathtrap of a porch. It is a black and white
world colored by the laughter and love that still lives in those pictures. I look at those
photos and see a young man, my Uncle Vernon, with a handsome face staring out at me.
Hair, close-cropped, arms, legs and chest formed by farm labor, a smile with beautiful,
straight teeth, and a look that suggests a little mischief in that quiet soul and so many
memories for me.
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On Watching a Hawk at Bald Rock, Mt. Cheaha
Soft,
a caress,
soundless and almost imperceptible,
the breeze drifts across my skin.
I close my eyes and wait,
wait for the moment when he soars.
My hands feel the coolness of the rough rock beneath me;
the air that embraces me is warm.
There is freedom here,
on top of this mountain
that is nowhere else.
My eyes close, and I wait,
wait for the moment when I, too, can soar.
Silence sounds loudly around me.
Leaves shiver at the whim of the wind,
showing their tops and bottoms,
silver, green, silver, green.
In the distance, I hear a cry.
Opening my eyes, I see him far away
in the pink-tinged blue and white expanse.
Floating, effortless, graceful, powerful,
he circles in front of me,
a little closer each time.

I

I

I.
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And with him I turn on the comer of a breeze,
circling higher and higher;
Now, at this moment,
I am free,
and I soar.

I
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Michelle Duke
Nobody is quite like you.
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ESPN

I

Channel 43 is a nightmare to me,
What is so great about Dan Patrick
and Chris Berman?
This show called Sports Center is
aired over and over.
How many times do I have to see the
same thing?
The men in my life think that this
channel is supreme.
I wish I could scramble this satellite feed.
Give me Lifetime,MSNBC, or MTV,
Not bowling, soccer, or a cut-throat coach.

It is on all day; there is no time to breathe.
I surely didn't know that cutting logs
was a sport.
The Sunday Conversation with the
latest athlete is my evening news.
PLEASE GOD, GIVE ME A BREAK!
On this channel, females are few and
far between.
Can anyone out there relate to me?
Channel 43 is a nightmare to me.

I.
I.

I

I
I
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Finding the Teacher Spirit
The popular television personality, Oprah Winfrey, started a segment on her show
entitled "Remembering Your Spirit." This prompted me to want to help my colleagues
keep their spirit for the teaching profession. I asked myself the following questions:
I) Do we often lose our desire to teach? 2) How can we keep teachers from getting
burned out? I want to set a goal in the next school year to help my friends and coworkers keep the passion for teaching alive.
The JSU Writing Project has a variety of age group and grade level teachers
participating. I look at a fellow teacher in the project who has been teaching for thirtyone
years, and she still wants to make herself a better educator. I need to find out her secret!
I have only been teaching for four years, but I still love what I do. So many teachers give
negative feedback to their students and their profession, and that worries me. What can
we do to help these people find their joy again?
I am striving to start several projects next year in my grade level meetings that
will
hopefully help with this issue. We have a meeting once a week for fifth grade where we
plan and discuss upcoming events. Next year, as lead teacher of these meetings, I am
going to set aside ten minutes for a devotion time. It might be a poem, short story, or
personal triumph to lift us up as a group and bring out the love for teaching that I know
we all possess.
Teachers are very often overlooked in the praise category, which can sometimes
lead to veteran teachers giving up on wanting to better themselves. My school has
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targeted the emotional well being of the faculty by starting the idea of the "hug jug."
The jug enables us to write a thank-you note of praise to a staff member and put it in the
jug. It is brought to faculty meetings by my principal, who draws winners of door prizes
and reads the thank-you note that is attached. I cried when I won a Subway sandwich!
One additional plan I have for boosting the spirit of teachers will be to
I

I

I

I

I

incorporate
a writing page into our school newspaper. The teachers could submit anything that
would be inspirational. In recent years, the negative aspects of education are apparent in
every comer of our daily lives. Another personal goal is to limit the gossip time at
school. Have you ever noticed that that the teachers' lounge seems to resemble the beauty
shop? It is so easy to have a bad day and want to unload all of your bad thoughts to the
nearest teacher. After a certain amount of time with this behavior, the focus of your
entire day is the negative instead of the positive. I mention the negative to point out that
we ourselves can be detrimental to our own profession.
I love what I do and hope to continue my passion for years to come. Teacher
burnout and negative attitudes are a big problem that can be avoided with a little hope
and inspiration. We plant the seeds for the future in the children that we teach. Who
says that we can't do the same for our fellow teachers? Teachers are blessed with a gift
to change the lives of young people.

I
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Lauri Moore Elam
"Nature and books belong to the
eyes that see them."
Emerson

I

1.

I
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What Book Do You Want to Read?
Being surrounded by other avid readers in the writing project prompted me to
reflect upon where my love of reading came from. Even though my busy, even frantic,
schedule limits my reading time, I find that I simply must read daily. Often, the twenty
or so minutes I stay awake to read at night is the only time I have to myself. The answer
to where this love of reading came from popped immediately into my mind because
several people fostered this enthusiasm early in my life. The biggest influence, my
mother, learned her appreciation of books from her parents. She passed the passion on to
me. Some of my first memories are of my mom, holding me close in her lap, reading to
me. She read to me before naps and bedtime and basically any time I dragged a book to
her and said, "Will you read this to me?"
Through our reading adventures, we moved back in time with Laura Ingalls
Wilder's Little House on the Prairie series. I related to Laura, the younger daughter with
the drab brown hair. Another favorite childhood story was the adventures of two bear
cubs. I remember feeling comforted when my own mom read how the mother bear
protected her young from all potential threats. Mother made the stories come alive with
funny voices and lively inflections. Recently, at a mother-daughter church gathering, my
mom read a poem. I sailed back in time as I listened with rapt attention as she brought
the story in the poem to life with the same enthusiasm I remembered from my childhood.
Mother, being home with me all day, read to me more often, but I also remember
my dad, snuggled up with me, reading me stories. During my nightly ritual of
"midnight" snack, Dad poured me a glass of grape juice and gave me a cookie. Some
evenings, I suspect on nights when his day had been less physically grueling, he read me
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my nighttime story. I specifically recall his reading me a story that was too long to read
in one sitting and how I fell asleep listening to the warm tone of his voice. When we
resumed our reading the next night, we had to back up a bit because, in my sleepy state, I
could not remember some of the details. He always welcomed my company when he
read Popular Mechanics, and I still have a great appreciation of innovative tools and
machines.
As I grew older, I read less and less with my parents and moved to the joy of solo
reading. My second grade teacher, Mrs. Bolt, fostered my love of reading when she gave
me special library privileges. Any time I finished my work early, I could dash to the
library and check out another book. In addition to my school library, Mother often took
my siblings and me to the Anniston Public Library. The children's room in the library
seemed vast to a little girl. I loved to have my pick of new books, and I still remember
exactly where all the Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew series lived in the back comer. I read
every one of the books in both series and even collected the entire set for my very own. I
still kick myself for selling all of them in a yard sale. What was I thinking? My own
children will, almost certainly, want to read the amateur sleuths' stories.
My son heard me reading to him for the first time when he was only a few days
old and we were still in the hospital. Even though he could not understand words,
hearing my voice comforted him. I ignored the orderly's quizzical look when she walked
in to hear me cuddling my son and reading him a chapter from a Mary Higgins Clark
mystery.
My son is now four-years-old. Just the other day he said, "Oh, cool," when I told
him we were going to the library to pick out some new books. He still does not
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completely understand why library books must be returned and wants to keep the new
books forever. My daughter, who is almost two, also enjoys reading. Her favorite word,
"Mine," resonates across the room as she picks up a book and brings it to me. Together
we read The Foot Book, over and over.
Perhaps, one day, my children will look back and trace where their love of
reading came from. In the far reaches of their minds they may hear me saying, "What
book do you want to read?"

I
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I am a nature lover.
I wonder if I'll always have the strength to hike.
I hear the voices of nature.
I see animals in the clouds.
I want more time to enjoy the outdoors.
I am a nature lover.

I pretend that the trees can talk.
I feel relaxed under nature's veil.
I touch the cool creek water.
I worry that our world is in jeopardy.
I cry when I see lumber trucks.
I am a nature lover.

I understand that my outdoor time is special.
I say, "Let's go hiking."
I dream about family time.
I try to make time special for Bob, Bryan, and Anna.
I hope my children have fond memories.

i

I

I am a nature lover.
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The Four Best Books in the World
My eye doctor, who shares my love of reading, asked me one day what some of
my favorite books were. His question prompted me to reflect on which books, out of the
virtually thousands I had read, were the most memorable to me.
Frank McCourt's autobiographical Angela's Ashes tops my list of favorite books.
The voice of a four-year-old Irish boy resonates off the first page. McCourt, born in
America to Irish immigrant parents, faced incredible poverty in his native country.
Forced to return to Ireland, the family remained destitute continued as his loving, but
alcoholic father "drank the dole."
The narrative continues through McCourt's childhood. Both of his younger twin
brothers died as the family hopelessly watched. Reading the story late at night, I cried,
too, thinking of my own young children, safely asleep in their beds. McCourt's only
sister, Margaret, died also. Her death seemed to drive McCourt's father even further into
his alcoholic haze.
Throughout the tragedies, McCourt keeps a sense of humor and enlivens the story
with childhood antics. At his Catholic school, the priest brought an apple every day.
With a sadistic gleam in his eye, the priest made a long spiral with the peel as the hungry
boys watched. The boys then tried to answer the "hard question" so the winner would
get the apple peel as a reward. They competed for an apple peel! Every time I peel an

i'
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apple for my kids, I think of this story and feel guilty ifl throw the peel away.
I followed McCourt's story as he moved through his teenage years. His father
abandoned the family, and McCourt, his mother, and three younger brothers survived by
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taking menial jobs. Ultimately, Mccourt saved enough money to return to America. He
continued his story in his next novel, 'Tis.
The second book on the top of my favorites' list shifts back in time to the
American Civil War. Charles Frazier's Cold Mountain explores a different type of
suffering. A Confederate soldier, Inman, deserts an army hospital and travels to his
North Carolina home. He encounters many hardships on his journey and is fiercely
hostile when the situation demands it. Inman also shows a sense of justice when he
rescues a young woman from certain death.
Two other characters shape the story. Ada, combating the grief from her father's
recent death, struggles in her efforts to adapt to the harsh wilderness. She is befriended
by Ruby, a true child of the mountains, who basically raised herself after being
abandoned by her father. Much of the book's insight manifests itself through Ruby's
eyes. The illiterate girl's wisdom of nature's cycles drew me into the wilderness and into
the nineteenth century.
A different type of environment is described in my third preferred book, Edward
Abbey's autobiographical Desert Solitaire. Living in the American Southwest, Abbey
took me, through his narrative, into the harsh desert environment. His descriptions made
me feel the dry desert wind and see the rugged beauty of wide open spaces.
An environmental preservation ethic dominates all of Abbey's work. His often
,
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belligerent attitude to development and tourism humorously depicts Abbey's own desire
to protect the wild surroundings. He is biting and witty in his admonishments to those

I

I

who would destroy the wilderness. Abbey immersed himself in the desert back country,
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only coming out to get his supply of beer and beans. His work shows that despite his
rough condemnations, he had a soul that loved the wild.
The final book on my favorites' list is Watership Down by Richard Adams. I was
assigned this book to read while I was in high school. I quickly immersed myself in the
tale of rabbits who, through the other-worldly foresight of one of the warren's members,
fled their homes. The band of male rabbits travels through the hostile wilderness in
search of does and a new home. Along the way, they encounter signs of man they do not
understand, like a cigarette butt, and explain the conundrum in a way that, yes, you
would think rabbits might actually talk. Some nights, the band's storyteller weaves
magical tales of rabbit history.
Once into the book, I sometimes forget that the characters were rabbits. They
remind me of people in my life. Hazel is the diplomatic leader, and Fiver is the quiet
follower with the magic of second sight.
The band of homeless rabbits stumbles upon a warren of powerful and healthy
rabbits. Over time the newcomers realize that if they stay, they will lose all freedom.
They decide they must fight against overwhelming odds for their new home. I reread
this book every few years, and I find that I still enjoy it and get lost in the story.
Exploring new books and authors is a never-ending joy for me. It is sometimes
frustrating that I do not have more time to read. I need to buy the tee-shirt that says, "So
many books, so little time."
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"We are the muaic makera and we
are the dreamer of dreama."
Willy Wonka
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Childhood's End
Rachel was five when she first realized that the clown who visited her every day
was real. She didn't know exactly when his visits had first begun. For all she knew, he
had started coming to her while she was still in her cradle. But there wasn't a day she
could remember when she hadn't had an encounter with him, his amusing tricks and
antics, apparently performed only for her, since no one could see him but her and her dog
Buster.
It was also around the age of five that she began to think that "clown" wasn't the
best word to describe him. He had told her once to call him "Harlequin," and though she
didn't know what the word meant, she knew it described him as well as named him. She
had seen clowns before at McDonald's and at the circus, but there was something
different about Harlequin. The word her young mind struggled to come up with was
"elegant." He wore no big, clumsy shoes, no bright polka dots, no funny red nose. Her
friend Harlequin was elegant. She knew he was, even though she couldn't say it.
True, Harlequin did wear make-up on his face, but it wasn't like what Bozo or
Ronald wore. She'd once seen what her mommy called a mime whose face was almost
all white except for a little black around his eyes, and that was close to what Harlequin's
face looked like, but it wasn't quite the same. Harlequin's make-up was prettier than the
mime's. His face was mostly covered in white but around his eyes was a pretty shade of
blue that seemed to outline his eyes in waves, and his mouth was just barely outlined in
red. He also had a design of a small heart on his left cheek. Rachel really liked the
heart. For some reason, she thought it was there just for her. She couldn't explain it.
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His hair was not like Bozo's ring of bright red around a bald head. It was dark,
thick, and wavy, surrounding his head like a starburst, with just two streaks of white that
began at his temples and faded out as they wound around his head. And his clothes were
also not like the baggy outfits of Ronald or Bozo. Harlequin's suit was close-fitting. He
wore a brown leather vest over a ruffled white shirt and skin-tight pants like some boy
ballerinas she'd seen her parents watching on that channel that showed Sesame Street all
the time. Harlequin also wore little white slippers like they did.
The more she thought about it, the more she realized that Harlequin reminded her
a lot of those boy ballerinas. He moved really gracefully like they did, sometimes
soaring through the air doing somersaults that she wished she could do and sometimes
just dancing around her backyard doing tricks that amused and amazed her, unlike those
boy ballerinas who just danced around the stage and threw girl ballerinas through the air.

In short, she loved Harlequin. Meeting with him was something she looked forward to
every day.
After her mom picked her up from kindergarten, she threw on her play clothes
and went to sit in her swing with Buster, waiting on Harlequin eagerly. She prepared
herself, though, for a jump, as he sometimes liked to surprise her. So she wasn't too
startled when a loud "BOO!" came from behind her. Instead, she giggled.
Behind her, Harlequin grabbed the top bar of her swing set, launched himself into
the air, let go of the bar, did a half-turn in mid-air, and landed on one foot right in front
of her. He bowed elaborately as she applauded him, while Buster just barked like he
always did.
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"Good afternoon, Rachel, my dear!" He took her hand and made loud smooching
sounds as he kissed it. She giggled again as he said in a voice that reminded her of Pepe
Le Pew, "Enchantee!" When he talked normally, his voice had a funny sound to it, not
like the voices of other people she and her mommy and daddy knew. He sounded
something like the boys in one of those bands her parents listened to-the Beagles, or
something like that.
Harlequin got on his knees before her, sitting like a frog, which made her laugh
more. "So, what are we in the mood for today, Rachel?"
"I don't know. Anything." She was always shy about asking for specific things.
And anyway, she was always happy with anything Harlequin did.
"Well, hmmmm, how about ... " He made a big show of thinking hard, knocking
his head as if to break loose an idea, sitting on an imaginary chair with one leg on the
knee of the other and his head resting on his loose-clenched fist.
Suddenly, he leapt to his feet with a snap of his fingers. "Aha!"
From behind his back, he began to draw out a long rope. It kept coming and
coming and coming until there were about twenty feet of it. Then, he tied it into a lasso
like she'd seen in cowboy movies, twirled the looped part around his head, and threw it
into the air. To her amazement, the looped part stayed in the air and leveled out like a
ring of smoke. She was always amazed at Harlequin's magic, no matter how many times
she'd seen it.
"Now, what do we need to complete this little trick?" he wondered. Snapping his
fingers again, he reached behind her ear and drew forth a round wooden ball. From
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behind each ear, he produced another and another until there were four wooden balls in
his hands.
Then, with a tremendous leap, he soared into the air and landed on the rope which
floated at about the level of her head. Balancing himself on the edge of the rope,
Harlequin danced around the ring, juggling the balls in his hands. Rachel laughed and
clapped while Buster barked and barked.
"All right, my dear, now you come in," he said.
"What do you want me to do?" she asked hesitantly, afraid he was going to ask
her to join him on the rope.
"I'll drop a ball down to you, and you toss it back up to me."
She moved nervously to a spot just below him, and he began juggling again. He
would let one ball drop into her hands, and then she would toss it back into the air, right
into the midst of the balls without ever breaking their flow. And Harlequin never
wobbled or lost the rhythm of the juggling.
"Ah, the perfect assistant!" he exclaimed.
Unfortunately, her mom chose that moment to call her in for supper. She always
hated when she had to leave Harlequin. So she said her goodbyes and watched him fade
into the air as she backed into the house.
After dinner that night, her mom and dad were watching one of those old movies
they seemed to love so much. It was something about some place called Victorian
England. She wondered if that was the same place that her mommy ordered so many
clothes from, the ones she tried to hide from Rachel. Rachel usually ignored her parents'
boring movies, but her attention was caught by one scene in particular. In it, a man
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dressed much like Harlequin was standing on a snow-covered street comer, playing a
tiny flute and dancing around while people in bundled-up, old-fashioned looking clothing
tossed coins into a box beside him.
She jumped to her feet and rushed to the TV screen.
"Rachel, what is the matter with you?" her mother asked, not angrily.
"This man looks just like my friend Harlequin!" She had never told her mother
about Harlequin, at least not that she could remember.
"Who?"
"Harlequin! He comes to me every afternoon and dances for me and does tricks
for me. He's real funny and sweet, and he can float in the air and juggle and all kinds of
stuff."
"Oh," her mother said with a look of amused understanding. "I see. Well, you
just keep playing with your friend." Her mother walked into the kitchen, smiling softly
and shaking her head.
For years, Harlequin continued to come to Rachel in the afternoons or whenever
she had free time. And every day, she enjoyed him more and more.
But one day, she noticed a change. He came to her without the smile and laughter
with which he usually greeted her.
"Hello, Rachel." His voice was quiet and somber, not the gleeful celebration of
life she had heard for so many years.
"What's wrong Harlequin?"
"I'm afraid this is going to be our last day together."
"Why?!" She was on the verge of tears.
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"Because you're ten years old now, my dear, and soon you'll have no place in
your life for ones such as myself."
"I don't know what you mean!" Tears were falling now.
"One day you will, but by then, you'll have already forgotten me." He gathered
her tears on the tip of his fingers and smiled sadly at her.
She noticed that, as he spoke, the heart on his cheek was fading away. The red
paled to pink, which disintegrated into a barely noticeable outline, and eventually
disappeared completely.
"But maybe, just maybe, one day you'll remember me, and maybe you'll smile at
the memory. Until then, mademoiselle, au revoir." He patted her cheek and turned sadly
away, walking toward the wooden fence, fading as he did until there was nothing left of
him but a whistling breeze.
Rachel's mother found her crying in her swing that afternoon and gathered from
what her daughter said that her imaginary friend had left her. Her mother knew the
feeling very well. Vividly, she remembered the day when she had been forced to
outgrow imaginary things. But she cradled her daughter understandingly and soothed her
tears as much as she could, shedding a few of her own at her daughter's pain.
Rachel did grow up and over time forgot about Harlequin. She went to high
school, fell in love, had her heart broken, broke a few herself, graduated, went to college,
fell in love again, graduated again, married, and had a daughter of her own.
One day, when she was thirty, Rachel's own five-year-old daughter ran into the
kitchen as Rachel was fixing supper.
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"Mommy! Mommy! I just met the nicest man in the backyard! He looks like a
clown and he does tricks and he can fly and he's real funny and sweet!"
Rachel's eyes flickered momentarily with a half-remembrance. But it passed
quickly, and she patted her daughter on the head.
"Of course, you did, baby. Of course, you did."
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Fly On The Wall
A fly,
frozen by the frost of a
mid-winter's night,
clings in death to
walls where once it walked
in warmth and safety.

The barest brush of a finger
sends it softly
gliding to the ground
to lie among nameless debris.

Silently I stand and stare,
then move inside to
the warmth of fireplace and family,
for the sun is setting
and a chill is in the air.
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Love Meter
Love lasts forever,
so some people say,
but I know the truth,
which you can't scoff away,
'cause this fact I know

with no shadow of doubt;
Love only lasts 'ti!
your money runs out.
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"The time of life is short;
To spend that shortness basely
were too long."
Shakespeare. Henry IV, Part/. V.ii.81
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Mountain Mists
Like a stalking cat tiptoeing toward its prey,
The mountain mists move in,
Concealing the peaks, covering the sky,
Pressing eerily toward the mountain's base.
The foggy spirals, dull and gray,
Swirl around the mountaintop,
And like the magician with his wand,
Make the apex disappear.
The mystery of the mist reminds the seer
Of the elusive fragility oflife,
Which, like the mist, can suddenly die away.
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The Cronies
The two molded, green plastic lawn chairs
set beneath the pin oak tree in our front yard
serve as an invitation to the croniesretired men who live on the blockto "set a spell" and "watch the world go by."
They never miss an opportunity to convene
at some point during the day to gossip,
to share all the goings-on in the houses
on the street. They know it allwho is sick, who has lost a job, who has died,
who is in trouble with the law-they even know
all that is going on in other neighborhoods
(or think they do).

Each man has his opinions, and they all
believe the others lie--and they do.
They know how many times a day each car
travels up and down the street,
who speeds, who plays music too loud,
and who is going to the doctor.
In short, they never lack for knowledge,
and they never are alone.
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Their lives have become centered on comparing
notes about their childrenwho has made the best grade, who has the highest-paying job,
who has had the most exciting life.

Sitting out of the heat of the sun, they have made
for themselves a new life to replace the one
they lost when they retired. Now, hard work to them
is nothing more than finding time
to mow the grass between their sessions
at the pin oak tree.

Everyday, they rush to the chairs
to solve the world's problems,
to watch the world go by,
to share their lives
under a tree.
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"And the Winner ls .... ": Strategies for Teaching Description
For writing to be at its best, fresh and specific, writers must have a mastery of
description. Whether the writing is fiction or nonfiction, careful attention to detail is
often what makes writing rise above the average. Description allows the reader to
visualize the writer's meaning; it allows us, as readers, to see the sea being bloodied
when Macbeth asks, "Will all great Neptune's ocean wash the blood/Clean from my
hand? No, this my hand will rather/The multitudinous seas incarnadine,/Making the
green one red" (II.ii.60-63). It lets us feel sympathy toward Heathcliff, the dark hero of
Wuthering Heights, described early on in the book as "a sullen, patient child, hardened,

perhaps, to ill-treatment. He would stand Hindley's blows without winking or shedding a
tear, and my pinches moved him only to draw in a breath and open his eyes, as ifhe had
hurt himself by accident and nobody was to blame" (Chapter IV). Good description, in
essence, is the part of any piece of writing that lies at the heart of reader understanding of
the ideas, characters, settings, plots, or other elements. Yet, how many of us, as teachers
of writing, have read something similar to this: "I have a dog. His name is Spot. He is
brown and white. He is short and fat. He plays with me every afternoon"? I have read
description like this from my own college freshmen, and I am sure that teachers in lower
grades have read even worse. We must do whatever we can to assist the young writers
we teach to write better description, to make their writing lively and inviting to those who
read it.
One of the strategies I have found to be successful in teaching my students how
to be better writers of description is the use of art-related activities in my classroom. Art
masterpieces are not only usually quite colorful, but also intricately detailed. Students
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who look at the works of Monet, Picasso, Cassatt, Gauguin, or Renoir will have
immediate exposure to a plethora of sensory impressions. Not only will they be able to
"see" the artist's meaning, but with a little imagination, they will be able to smell, taste,
touch, and feel what the artist has depicted. I collect reproductions of art masterpieces
(often, calendars will use them) so that I am able to give my students each a masterpiece
to work from when I am teaching description. Each student looks at the piece, studies the
way the artist has provided the details for the viewer, responds to the piece by describing
it as ifhe or she were standing within the picture, and shares the response with the class.
This activity not only provides students an introduction to writing with the artist's eye,
but it also gives many of them a cultural introduction to the world of art.
As a follow-up to this activity, I provide my students with a list of sensory words
placed in the categories of Sound, Touch and Texture, Color and Visual Qualities, Smell,
Pattern and Shape, Taste, and Movement. This list includes such words as "trumpeting"
and "yowling," "tweedy" and "rasping," "obsidian" and "magenta," "fanned" and
"spiked," and many other wonderful words which student writers may never think to use,
especially when there are such "familiar" words like "nice," "big," "going," "rough," and
"broad." Students are encouraged to find ways to use the words on the Sensory Words
List in all of their essays, especially to replace some of the overworked words just
mentioned.
Another activity I often use to provide practice in writing descriptive details is
one I have named the "Most Beautiful Fruit Activity." Students are divided into groups,
and each group is given a piece of fruit-a juicy, plump, Red Delicious apple; a brilliant
yellow lemon; a succulent coral peach; or some other perfect specimen. Their
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assignment is to prepare the paragraph the master of ceremonies of the "Most Beautiful
Fruit" beauty pageant will use to describe their "contestant." They must describe their
contestant's "physical" attributes, "talents," "platform," and "accomplishments" in such a
way that the judges will choose their contestant as the winner of the pageant.
Competition often becomes fierce as participants get into the spirit of the beauty pageant
for their fruit. Most of the students have attended at least one or two pageants in their
lives, so they know how emcees usually announce contestants, but giving students an
example using a fruit they do not have is a good idea. After the groups have written their
descriptions, one of the group members will do emcee duties for that group, reading the
description while holding the "contestant" for the rest of the class to see. The winner is
determined by classroom vote based on the excellence of the descriptions. This activity
requires students to pay special attention to detail and to make the details lively enough to
get the audience's attention, A variation on this activity can be done with photographs of
pets. I have collected a variety of pet photos by separating old calendars with dogs, cats,
puppies, kittens, and other animals featured in the artwork. Often, I will have students use
these pictures in the same way that I have them use the pieces of fruit. The winner of the
contest is chosen by class vote after all the descriptive paragraphs have been presented.
Newspapers are an excellent resource for teachers to use in teaching description,
as well. I keep a file of photos collected from newspapers, dividing the contents of the
file into such categories as "People," "Places," "Animals," and "Events." I cut the
pictures from the paper, place them on 4"x6" note cards, and put the caption and/or
article related to the photo on the back of the cards. When using these cards for a class
activity, I give each student a card, instructing the student not to look at the back of the
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card. Students are then asked to describe the person, place, animal, or event they think
the photo depicts, giving as many details as they are able from what they see and can
infer. These are shared with the other members of the class; only after students have
shared their versions are they allowed to read the captions as they appeared in the
newspaper. This activity allows the student practice in careful description, but more than
that, it demonstrates the differences in perspective from which two people may see the
same thing.
Of course, thousands of other ways to teach students to be better writers of
description are out there; all we have to do as teachers is to find the ones that best suit our
classroom needs. Such aspects of description as "showing, not telling," dialogue, point
of view, and figurative language must certainly be addressed before students will become
experts at description. These activities are but a few to motivate students to write more
and better description.
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Staci Jenkins

Work like you don't need money,
Love like you've never been hurt,
And dance like no one's watching.
I

I
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Alarm Clock

I
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Ticking. Ticking.
Buzz, Buzz, Buzz.
"Man, I hate that morning dance it does."
Pulling my head from the covers,
Turning on the bathroom light,
I stare in the mirror,
"Oh no, it's the queen of fright!"
Why am I getting up at six?
This is my summer, too!
I can't believe I'm about to spend
twenty days of it in school.
What was I thinking?
Was I even thinking at all?
I think I'm going to go ahead and quit;
I'll just give JSU a call.
What would my mother tell me?
"Face your fears, girl, don't run!"
Well, I guess I'll go ahead and go.
Who knows, it may be fun.
I'm glad I listened to Mom that day,
I went ahead and faced my fears.
I took that drive for four more weeks.
I made friends and shed some tears.
I'm glad I didn't make that call.
The Writing Project is the best.
But now it's over and home I go,
"Here I come bed, for a rest!!"
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Invisible

A smile, a glance, a hug;
how hard would it have been
to give me the attention I so passionately desired?
A slap on the back,
a pinch on the armthat was your form of affection.
Did you think I was a boy?
Did you secretly wish?
Daddy, I was a little girl,
a girl who needed your love and attention.
You knew me as a child
but as I grew and became a woman,
I was lost.
I became invisible in your eyes.
No more slaps on the back,
no pinch on the armNothing.
Invisible

i
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Sammy
It was my first year teaching kindergarten, and I thought I was an expert. I

pushed my children to do their best at everything. I believed all students were "A
students" and if they made anything less, they were not applying themselves. In
college, I had been taught to have high expectations for my students. My
expectations were impossible. This all changed when I met a little boy named
Sammy.
Sammy was a small boy who was very timid and shy. He did not have the
f

l

!

f

f

communication skills of an average five-year-old. Sammy had been raised by
illiterate parents who were no longer able to care for him. His family did not
communicate well, and many times, he was ignored and left alone. While in my
class, he was shuffled from home to home. He had not been given the individual
time that he required. Sammy needed to be praised and accepted. He had been
ignored too long, and it was time for someone to give him the attention he deserved.
As his first teacher, I felt it was my job to give him the attention he was not given at
home.
Sammy had never been exposed to learning materials. He was a sheltered
child who had not received the typical initial learning experiences prior to
kindergarten. His first experience with crayons, pencils, and paper came when he
entered my classroom. He did not understand how to write, draw, or color. We were
starting at the beginning, and we had a long way to go.
The first day of school, I decided that Sammy would have to spend two years
in kindergarten. It was my job to use this year to prepare him for kindergarten.
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Sammy was very immature and would need the time to advance his communication,
academic, and social skills. I had to do what his parents were unable to do at home.
I began by introducing each writing utensil. I shared the purpose of each item
with Sammy and the correct way to hold the tools. During this, I realized Sammy's
fine motor skills had not developed far enough to hold a pencil. I had Sammy do
activities to help his motor skills, such as using large strokes to paint pictures. Over
time, Sammy began to hold large markers, crayons, and, finally, a pencil.
I wanted Sammy to enjoy writing and not feel like it was a chore. He needed

I!
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to feel comfortable with the new instruments he had discovered. I allowed him to
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explore the writing items and use them however he chose. He used markers, crayons,

I

and pencils to write and draw on all types of papers. Once I saw that he had control
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of his fine motor skills, I decided it was time for him to learn how to write his name.
To be able to write his name, Sammy first had to recognize it. I began by
showing Sammy his name and identifying each letter. We would take alphabet cards
and put them in the correct order to spell his name. I placed a name card on

I.

Sammy's desk and also made several for him to take home. At various times during
the day, I would stop at his desk and ask him to spell his name for me. After
identifying each letter, he would proudly say," That spells Sammy."
It was now time to take the next step. I was ready to teach Sammy how to
write his name. Using a highlighter, I wrote his name several times on plain white

I

I.
I.
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paper. I gave him copies to keep at his desk and some to take home for homework.
Sammy enjoyed this and was always willing to give up another activity to practice.
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We worked on the papers during class time and free time.. Through it all, we were
!' i

determined to succeed.
I will never forget the day it happened. It was in December, about a week
before the holiday break. The students were busy working on a math assignment
when Sammy approached my desk. He looked up with his tender little face and
quietly said, "It says Sammy." I looked down at his paper, and there, on the top, was
his name. He had written his name. The goal we had both worked for had finally
been attained. Sammy could write his name. At that moment, I took him to every
teacher in the school and shared his achievement. With a proud smile, Sammy
showed the entire school and finally received the praise he so greatly deserved.
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The Smoky Mountain Farms Jelly House

I,

"Mother, can we please go to the jelly tasting place?'' This was the first question
I always had for my mother as we arrived in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, each summer. I

iI

loved that little homemade Mom and Pop shop and couldn't wait to spend the afternoon
I

browsing the shelves. The taste was like manna to my mouth. Each year, we would stop
by the Jelly House to "have a little sample" and purchase our favorite homespun honey
butter and pecan preserves. They were a mountain delicacy that we just couldn't resist.
As we pulled up to the Smoky Mountain Farms Jelly House, I could just taste all the
different jellies. I couldn't wait to get inside.
As we entered the store, my mother gave me her one rule, "You have to ask me
before you eat anything." I guess she knew I would eat until I was sick if she let me go
free. My first instinct was to run to the "jelly tasting bar," where they had each jelly
available for tasting. Eighty different types of jelly all open and ready for me to eat! But
as always, my mother would tell me to look around at the different types of items they
sold before I ran to the bar. I guess she was trying to teach me the "lady-like" way to eat
samples. All I wanted to do was attack the jelly like a bear after honey.

I

Listening to my mother's instructions, I began to walk around the store
investigating the various jelly jars. They had big jars, jars with metal clasps on them to
keep them closed, and little jelly jars that were just the right size for a kid like me. They
even had bonnets that you could buy to go on the top of your jelly jar. I had heard of
dressing up dolls, but never jelly jars. As I walked around, all I could think about was
that jelly and how I couldn't wait to taste each flavor. They had every flavor you could
imagine -- strange jellies, like onion, garlic, and pepper. They also had my favorite sweet
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jellies, like plum, grape, and apple, and jams made of strawberries, blueberries, and
raspberries. Oh, how my mouth was watering!
I just couldn't stand the temptation anymore. I knew what my mother said, but
food is food! Just then I spotted it, a beautiful basket with the most amazing squares of
peanut butter fudge I had ever seen in all my five years oflife. I couldn't believe I had
not seen this before, and it was sitting right next to me on the floor. I saw a sign on the

i

basket, but being five, there were still many words I couldn't read. I did not hesitate for
a second. I grabbed up the largest piece I could find and bit right into it. As I stood
there screaming and crying, bubbles came floating out ofmy mouth. To this day, my
mother says that she has never seen me look so sick. One bite was all it took for me to
realize that what I had eaten was not peanut butter fudge. The sign read, "Lye Soap."
Now, each time I visit the "jelly tasting place," I always read the signs before I taste.
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"Books, the children of the brain."
J. Swi~
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Conferences
A very important avenue for communication between teachers and students is
conferences, which provide for discussion, questioning, and planning. Often,
conferences allow teachers to help students improve and increase writing skills. They
become very personal times because individual teachers are responding to individual
students and students are in a changing process of discovery through writing.
All conferences need a few guidelines. One type of conference, the revision
conference, focuses on completed writing. In this conference, the teacher cannot respond
to lists, notes, drafts, or shortened attempts at writing. Students must then respond to the
text or to the experience of producing it. They must evaluate the first drafts to produce
more effective drafts. Then, the teacher or peers can help the writers make more
effective evaluations of the drafts to come. When writers read the drafts, they begin to
learn the process of writing (Murray 163). The teacher also listens to students' responses
to the draft and to how students present the drafts. Students present the subject matter
and the process of production in the conferences. In this presentation, students teach
themselves. How students speak of this presentation may be more revealing than what
they say or write. Next, the teacher or peers read or listen to students' drafts. This is
often the starting point for learning and teaching. This helps the teacher understand how
far students' writings have progressed. To complete this process, the teacher responds to
the students' comments, giving the minimal amount of response which will help students
produce better drafts. Often, the teacher helps the students to realize what they have
learned about writing.
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A few more suggestions seem to keep conferences on a positive note. Short
conferences seem more desirable than long ones, and frequent conferences are more
helpful than infrequent ones. It is better to concentrate on only a few errors at each
conference. Students should correct these errors before moving to other areas of
concern. It is very helpful to get students to respond--ask questions, discuss, and present
plans for change. When students give their opinions on their drafts, it helps the teacher
to understand and counsel students about errors. It is better to allow students to help
themselves ( 164 ).
So why would teachers and students use conferences other than to review and
revise the beginning drafts of different writing projects? Conferences may also be used
to simply discuss an outline, plan, or draft of an upcoming assignment. They are an
excellent way to help students obtain confidence that they do have good ideas and that
they are sometimes better writers than they realize. These prewriting conferences will
certainly make it easier for students to prepare for the previously discussed revision
conferences. Also, some classes may have long-term projects (research paper, etc), and
students may need a continuous series of conferences in order to feel assured or have
confidence to continue the ongoing project. Sometimes, the teacher and students may
simply need to meet to discuss the writing process, not any particular paper (Conners and
Glenn 47). Conners and Glenn concur with Murray that, at other times, conferences need
to be held in order to discuss certain errors and work on improvement of these errors
before work is continued (47).
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For whatever reason conferences are held, they are simply conversations about
writing. The teacher and students get to know each other, the teacher shows interest in
the students and their work, and individualized instruction plays an important part in the
total learning exercise. When individualizing in conferences, teachers give students the
opportunity to lead the way. They can help determine the content and direction of
conferences through their questioning and comments about their work. After the teacher
finds out what the students need to learn, real progress can then be made (48). Students
are also more interested in hearing what the teacher has to say when the responses are in
answer to students' needs. Conferences allow the teacher to respond to total individuals
and their writing abilities and problems (49). Since writers know more about their work
than anyone else, they realize what they need to question and what points they want to
make (50). Student-based conferences assure writers of their ownership of their writing
(52). Although these conferences are demanding, they are much more helpful than
simply marking up papers in a one-way process. These conferences are dialogues where
students can question, explain themselves, or react to suggestions (53).
Realizing that conferences are very positive communicating and teaching tools,
the next issue is when to find the time for conferences. There are several approaches to
this. Conferencing can be only during the class period, part of the total agenda.
Conferences can be held while other students are writing, reading, working in groups,
working on numerous other assignments, etc. Conners and Glenn cite other authors'
opinions about scheduling conferences. Roger Garrison feels that when all conferencing
is done in the classroom, it forms the backbone of the course. This has been shown to
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work well and is thoroughly discussed in his article "One-to-One" ( 46). Donald Murray
explains how conferences are very successful when students meet with the teacher at
other times (46). High school conferences (other than during class time) could be held
during study halls, during free time given to students at the end of other classes (if the
writing teacher had free time), before or after school, or during break time. Since there
is no set time that conferences should last, maybe only a few minutes could help students.
Also, a combination of these two methods would work. If the beginning or majority of
conferences were held during class, extra conferences could be scheduled at other times.
These may be for additional help or remediation. Some students might not need to have
as many conferences as others do. The number of conferences for each student should be
decided on an individual basis.
Student-teacher conferences that are writing based are very helpful. This one-onone discussion of students' ideas, papers, questions, and problems always helps studentteacher relationships, improves students' writing skills, and produces much more
effective writers. Conferences are a proficient way to produce successful writers.
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Practice Makes Perfect
Writing, as any other subject matter or activity, is only perfected with practice.
As students reach high school and Language 9, they have previously done many writing
assignments, so they have a good foundation on which to build. During preparation for
numerous tests, including the Graduation Exam, writing is a perfect way to teach
grammar. Helpful assignments include the "I Am" poem, journals, paragraphs, essays,
notecards, term papers, writing contest entries, and publication items. As a freshman
language teacher, I hope these writing assignments will help to produce writers who are
prepared for any high school writing assignment.
Each term, as freshmen enter the class of Language 9, I ask them each to write an
"I Am" poem (see appendix A). This helps students to use their senses to remind
themselves of a few things about their being. As they are concentrating on themselves,
they begin using their writing skills without really thinking much about these skills. We
are into our writing program without much effort. At this point, they are asked to mount
their poems on some type of material (construction paper, poster board, shopping bag,
collage, etc.) that represents themselves. The projects are then displayed on the first
bulletin board of the year. At a later point in the year, the students always enjoy carrying
these home.
A second writing assignment that is done each week is a journal entry. Students
design a journal cover, and this journal notebook is to remain in the classroom for the
entire term. Students are most often given a list of journal topics to write on. Each
Monday, when students enter the classroom, they compose a page in their journals.
These are not graded for grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc., but simply
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for completion. At the end of the six weeks, a journal grade can really help the six
weeks' average.
We are now ready to begin work on paragraphs. Students are asked to write four
types of paragraphs: narrative, descriptive, expository, and persuasive. The topic
sentence must be developed in the body sentences and followed by a concluding
sentence. When students learn this process, they can do most writing assignments.
After students can organize paragraphs, essays are easy for them to develop using
the introductory paragraph, three body paragraphs, and concluding with the closing
paragraph. In grade nine, we develop the same four types of essays: narrative,
expository, description, and persuasive. As students progress to grade twelve, we ask
them to write many other variations of these essays. For example, instead of the fictional
narrative, they may write the personal narrative. In place of or in addition to the others,
they may be asked to write a classification or comparison/contrast. They may even be
asked to base some of their writing on reading. Essays are now easy enough for seniors
to write so that college level English is not such a difficult task.
In Honors English, we ask our students to write notecards. The notecards are
written in response to different books they are assigned to read. These cards include
information about the author, literary period, plot, setting, characters, critical analysis,
theme, etc. Since some of this is researched material, students must be able to put the
information into their own words. Other information that the students deduct from their
reading must also be recorded in their own words. This is simply another type of writing
practice.
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Seniors are also asked to write a second term paper. (They write their first as a
junior.) After they have practiced writing skills for twelve school years, they should be
able to combine all this knowledge and produce an organized term paper. Most students
will now have enough confidence to feel prepared to write their college term papers.
By the end of the term, after much practice, many students are ready to enter
writing contests. Etowah County sponsors one which includes categories of poetry,
fiction, nonfiction, and drama. Since participation is usually on a volunteer basis,
students who enter this contest are always eager to improve their writing skills. Many
times, this writing is the most sincere and best that students do. Some examples of
nonfiction include "My Near Death Choking Experience" and "Death of Paw Paw."
Another favorite genre is poetry. Students feel very rewarded when they win such a
contest.
By this time in students' writing careers, they are often interested in publishing
their writing. In Etowah County, we are very fortunate because The Gadsden Times
publishes a small, monthly paper, Celebrate Schools. This publication receives entries
from all the area schools. Students who have not been interested in writing all of a
sudden begin wanting to write, rewrite, and mail in their entries. Students are very
concerned about correctness when they think their writing may be published. How
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excited students are when they see their first writing in print!
When students can look back through their writing portfolios that were sent to the
high school from the middle school and add to them, these portfolios become something
very important for them to complete and take home as a senior. Students like to look
back through portfolios at the end of the freshman term to see how they have progressed
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since their seventh grade year. They have great pride in what the portfolio contains as
they reread the entries. As seniors, they not only see how they have matured, but also
how their writing skills have become perfected. Most of these students have confidence
in their writing ability as they prepare themselves for institutions of higher learning or for
careers they have chosen.
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Appendix A
!Am
First Stanza
I am (two special characteristics you have).
[ wonder (something you are actually curious about).
I hear (an imaginary sound).
I see (an imaginary sight).
I want (an actual desire).
I am (the first line of the poem repeated).
Second Stanza

i '

I pretend (something you actually pretend to do).
I feel (a feeling about something imaginary).
I touch (an imaginary touch).
I worry (something that really bothers you).
I cry (something that makes you very sad).
I am (the first line of the poem repeated).

I

Third Stanza
I understand (something you know is true).
I say (something you believe in).
I dream (something you actually dream about).
I try (something you really make an effort about).
I hope (something you actually hope for).
I am (the first line of the poem repeated).
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Michelle McKinney

"The only angle from which to approach
a problem is the try-angle."
Author Unknown
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What has happened to the Good Samaritans?
Today started out like any other day. I got dressed, ate breakfast, and left to drive
to Jacksonville. I always leave early because the traffic is unpredictable. Today would
be no different. It seems every morning there is someone out early sightseeing, and I am
always the one to be behind that car. Since today was such a beautiful day, I chose not to
pass this vehicle, but just enjoy the scenery. Also, there were plenty of cars traveling in
the other direction. It would have been unsafe to pass.
Traffic was moving at a slow but steady pace. No one was driving recklessly.
Then everyone began to put on brakes. I assumed the highway department was working
on the road. (You know the military saying about assuming. You make the first three
letters of yourself.) So I slowed down also. The traffic in the opposite direction passed
slowly. Finally, our lane began to travel on the opposite side. As we passed, I noticed
the highway department was not working on the road. Sitting in a truck on the bridge
were an elderly man and a boy. They had a trailer connected to the back of the truck
with a lawn mower on it. The boy seemed to be leaning out of the car. Like all the other
cars, I passed on the opposite side.
Traveling farther up the road, I began to ponder. Why did I not stop and at least
try to call someone for this gentleman? What if that had been my father or even me? I
would want someone to stop and assist me.
Then, the question came to my mind. What has happened to all the Good
Samaritans? Has the world become so unconcerned? Is everyone afraid to stop and
assist those in need? Would the world be a better place ifthere were more good
Samaritans?
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Maybe people are afraid to stop because now so much evil and violence exists in
the world. Sometimes, people do not stop because they are late for an appointment. If
traffic is congested, some motorists will not stop for safety reasons.
I wilJ never know if I could have been of some assistance to that gentleman. I
wilJ never know if anyone assisted him or if he was injured while sitting on that bridge. I
do know that I am going to change my perspectives on things. Yes, it is dangerous to
stop and help some people, but I am going to pray each time I feel the need to stop and
help a stranded motorist. I want God to keep me safe while I am trying to do the right
thing. Sometimes, the only thing we have to do to help is just make a phone call.
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Children and Learning
All students are individuals who think and reason differently. To teach my
students, I must know some of their thoughts and opinions. With this information, I can
use more effective teaching methods. My own three children showed me how each
learner is different. They also helped me realize writing can be used to identify students'
problems and difficulties in math.
The three types of learners my children represent are as follows: those who listen
and need no assistance, those who do not listen but can still figure out the assignment,
and those who listen but still need assistance completing an assignment.
Gabrielle, my oldest, is the first type of learner. Crawling at the age of one
month, she has always been curious and thirsting for knowledge. Gabrielle listens
attentively to anyone speaking to her. She is quiet, reserved, and very tender-hearted.
This child tries to love everyone and everything. In her eyes, every creation of God has
the right to live. Imagine the difficulty of killing an insect in this child's presence.
My youngest, Alexis, who is three, is the second type oflearner. Her favorite
statement is "I can do it myself." Never try to show her anything. She will take any item
and figure out the mechanics. Her personality is unique. She is sweet and loving one
minute and fighting the next. If she does not know something, she will occasionally ask.
She prefers, "If I do not ask, do not tell me." These types are often labeled in the
classroom as ADD, LD and sometimes EC.
Anthony, my middle child, is the last type of learner. He listens carefully and is
easily frustrated. A.J., as we call him, has also had many physical problems. A.J. had
serious medical problems before entering school. His first problem was pressure on the
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brain that caused him to become cross-eyed. With a lot of prayers and a good doctor, his
eyes returned to normal, and the pressure left. When he attended pre-school, he became
extremely sick, contracting something similar to scarlet fever. We found out later that
this illness was caused by stress from a teacher who had mistreated him. He has not
liked school since. Even though A.J. does not like school, he is a relaxed child. If he
works on the computer, he quickly manipulates the program to find the shortest route to
get to the game section. He does not like homework; he listens in class but still needs
assistance to complete his assignments. Working with manipulatives improves his
learning skills. He has great potential, although he struggles.
My children have helped me to be more sympathetic to my students. I would not
want anyone to mistreat or give up on my children, so I do not plan to give up on my
students. Having children has helped me to realize everyone learns in different ways. As
a teacher, it is my job to use any means necessary to reach my students. Every student
will not be reached, but I will keep trying to help each student. These students are my
children during the school year. Knowing where my students have been or where they
are coming from will help me to work with them.
Now what does this have to do with writing? This year, our school is
implementing writing in the content areas. After observing my children, I realize every
student in my class is different. Because of these differences, the students' writing skills
will differ as well. Our first objective is to get our students to write.
Can writing be implemented in math? In the book Writing to Learn, the author
Zinsser interviewed Joan Countryman who is considered to be an excellent speaker and
writer on incorporating writing in math. Countryman states, "Writing is a way to explore
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a question and gain control over it. It also engages the imagination, the intellect and the
emotions, and these are powerful aids to learning" (154-155). In her opinion, writing in
math gives students ownership of the subject. While talking to Zinsser, Countryman was
able to show him that everyone talks math. When Zinsser first entered Countryman's
house, he complimented her on the beautiful artwork and structure of her house. She
then showed him how math had to be used to create those structures.
Each year, I see the different learners in my class. There are students who
already know the skills I am required to teach each year. Their major question each day
is "What is our next assignment?" The next set of students listen and participate in class.
The concepts are quickly learned, and they can do their assignment with little or no
assistance. The other learners listen, but they are confused and intimidated in the
classroom. Most of the time, they only respond when I ask them a specific question.
They are never really sure of their response.
By implementing writing in my classroom, I enable my students to express their
opinions. In math, students may write steps to solve problems as if they were explaining
the procedure to another student. By having them write problems in this manner, I also
detect any difficulties students may have in the order of operation. Students can also use
journals to write questions about the previous night's homework, to express points about
an assignment, or just to write how they felt in class that day. Sometimes, knowing how
the student feels will help me to relate to them academically.
After reading several articles from mathematical journals, I realize it is possible
to write in math. It will take creativity, patience and time management, but it is a vital
tool to incorporate into math.
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Alice McWhorter

"Train up a child in the way he
ehould go; and when he ie old, he
will not depart from it."
Proverbe 22:6
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Alice Ruth
I hate my name. I've always hated it. Alice Ruth. That name with the stress on
certain syllables just begs for ridicule. I even want my nephew to continue calling me
Alla instead of saying my name. The problem, though, is that I was named after my
grandmother whom I adore. Talk about being ashamed of oneself.
When I was growing up, all of the adults - family, church members, family
friends--called me by my first and middle name. They couldn't understand why I only
wanted to be known by my first. When girl friends and the occasional boy friend would
call my house, Daddy would yell at the top of his lungs, "Alice Ruuuth!" As I would pick
up the phone to say hello, I would always hear the person on the other end either
laughing hysterically or trying to mask the chuckle. Teachers at school would call me
"Alice Blue Gown" and "Alice in Wonderland" and "Alice Sweet Alice" while the boys
would simply call me "Alice Cooper."
College wasn't any better. In legal studies, in front of an auditorium filled with
300 students, the professor remarked on how tongue twisting my name was. "Alice
Allen, Alice Allen, Alice Allen." My friend Erin called me "Little A," which I actually
liked, and her friend that I dated began calling me that too. I was called "Big Al" by
another boy I dated, but since I was going to the University of Alabama, that was not a
big deal. Even though I treasure it, my name has been somewhat of a curse to me.
My name is my heritage, given to me by parents who wished to honor a sweet
woman, a woman who held a very dear spot in their hearts. Alice Ruth Griffin isn't even
my biological grandmother. Back during the l 960's, my mother began going to Alice
Ruth's beauty shop to have her hair done. They took an instant liking to one another,
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and as Alice Ruth had two sons and no daughters, my mother Shirley was deemed an
adopted daughter. They remained close as mother and dad were married, moved to
Mobile, and produced my darling big sister, Judy Ann. I think my parents have a
preoccupation with double names, you know, that backwoods Southern tradition.
Sure enough, my family moved back to Gadsden, and the beauty parlor ritual was
revived. Mother was unsure of what to let dear Judy call Alice Ruth since she was such
an important person to our family. Alice Ruth decided that Judy could call her
Grandmother (if mother thought that was okay), and that Judy could call her husband
Uncle K. Judy's relationship with Grandmother Alice Ruth grew as Judy would pour
gallon bottles of concentrated conditioner all over herself and have Grandmother clean
her up. The man who picked up the linens from the beauty parlor had a hard time
figuring out where all the suds came from.
So progressed my family's happy existence for, oh, six years. Then, surprise!
"Judy, you're going to have a brother or sister." She hoped for a brother.
Interesting story, my birth. The morning mom informed my dad that she was in
labor, she fixed him breakfast before going to the hospital. Next, my parents dropped
excited Judy Ann off with Grandmother Alice Ruth at Gadsden High School. Dad
promised to call once they knew if I was a boy or a girl.
Around 10:00, dad phoned Judy to let her know. "It's a boy!" And was Judy
ever ecstatic. Then fifteen minutes later, my father called back. "Uh, Judy, the nurse
told me wrong. You've got a new baby sister." A feeling of let-down and great
unhappiness ensued.
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While Mother was coming back to consciousness, Dad was trying to persuade her
to name me after Grandmother Alice Ruth. Dad has always thought of Grandmother
fondly, as she has helped out numerous times and since Judy felt that Alice Ruth was
truly her grandmother. Naming me after her was to be an acknowledgment of the special
person she is and, hopefully, a blessing on me. She will forever be our first
grandmother. We even call her grandchildren our cousins, and they do the same.
Even though I have wanted to shorten my name to "Ally" or lengthen it to
"Allison," I know that my name is a part ofme, a heritage that I really don't want to
forget. I did get attention from boys, even if it wasn't the kind I wanted. And as I think
of it, Mom could have had her way and named me Clara.
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Combining It All
Grammar is where I excel; however, the focus on grammar in the language arts
program is usually taught in isolation. The same can be said for the other componentsvocabulary, spelling, literature, and writing. Many language arts teachers, already
feeling stretched to the limit, believe that writing is a burden on them. Therefore, writing
is placed on the back burner in order to drill students in the form of multiple choice.
What these teachers do not realize is that teaching the language arts curriculum through
writing brings it all together, making connections natural and more meaningful for both
teacher and student.
Literature and writing complement each other well while allowing for the
analysis and evaluation domains of Bloom's taxonomy. While a tool like Accelerated
Reader encourages a student to raise his reading level, it fails to evaluate the student's
comprehension and valuation of the text. If programs like these are coupled with writing
projects such as book extensions, then, perhaps, both tasks can be employed successfully.
The problem arises with the time element. Too many teachers favor the AR program
because it is less time consuming for them throughout the year, whereas book extensions
cause constant evaluation and take up much of the teacher's time.
Vocabulary and spelling are also easily linked to literature and writing. At my
previous school, the students used a vocabulary workbook that generated the lesson for
the week. Even in that type of situation, about fifteen words from the workbook were
found in our novel Across Five Aprils. This reinforced the grade level abilities of my
students in regard to the reading level and vocabulary level. It was also encouraging to
hear students saying, "Hey, Mrs. McWhorter, I found a couple of vocab words when I
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was reading last night." Also, generating vocabulary and spelling lessons from literature
is quite simple. The key to linking this area to writing is pulling ourselves away from the
typical testing situation and instead inserting the vocabulary and spelling lesson into book
extensions, presentations, and essays. Doing so would combine these areas as well as test
the ability of the students to spell and use the words in context rather than testing for
simple memorized recall.
Aah! The jewel of the language arts teacher's crow--grammar. Teachers can teach
the functions of grammar, move to literature, use examples from various authors to
reinforce the grammar lesson, and then move to creation of a grammar function. This
requires moving away from worksheets which are so simple that students finish them in a
matter of minutes. In the writing mode, students would have to compose and then
analyze to check that what is written is correct. For example, a student could be asked to
produce a descriptive paragraph following this sentence structure: Simple, Compound,
Complex, Compound, Simple. Students have to follow criteria and then check their
sentences. This exercise also teaches them how to expand their writing abilities while
having them perform grammar recognition and composition tasks.
Granted, the evaluation of writing can be a time-consuming process, but the
outcome is well worth it. Language arts feels like a disjointed area because of everything
involved. Combining all aspects of the curriculum and using writing as a primary means
of evaluation provides the student with a well-rounded view of the class. Furthermore,
this type of curriculum prepares students for the real world where formal writing is done
as a bank employee, an employee in the medical field, and in many other vocations. As
to standardized tests, the more a child's mind develops, the easier it is for him to
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comprehend new material. This comprehension is gained through active participation,
which is not a multiple choice test every two weeks.
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Robin Norred
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"It' a better to want what you
don't have than have what you
don't want."
Anonymoua
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Barna Goes to Bangkok
Everybody was staring at us. We stepped off the plane and into a completely
different world, a world full of darker-colored people speaking a language that sounded
like everyone had a cold. It was my first time out of the country. Actually, it was my
first time out of the gentle southern states I'd called home all of my life. There were
ninety college students from all over the United States who suddenly seemed like the
only family I'd ever known. After twenty-four hours on a plane, we had finally arrived at
our destination-Bangkok, Thailand. I didn't know that a place could be hotter than
Alabama! By the time we entered our rooms at the hotel, we were all drenched with
sweat.
Our first few days were spent getting over our culture shock. Nobody wanted to
leave the comfort of our Americanized hotel. Our purpose pushed us out of our rooms
and into the crowded streets. Our mission was to tell the Thai people about Christianity.
Sometimes, we were successful in communicating the simple, yet complex idea, of God
sending His Son to die on the cross for our sins. Sometimes we weren't. But through it
all, God's presence was with us, and His grace was sufficient.
When we weren't at the various campuses sharing our faith, we were racing
through the streets in mini-taxis called Tuk-Tuks. This experience caused our prayer
lives to grow more than anything else that summer because traffic laws are nonexistent in
Thailand.
Rice was served at every meal. We feasted on chicken-fried rice for lunch and
dinner, and for breakfast we ate chicken and rice omelets. For dessert, we were offered
ice cream served on a hot dog bun. Corn and butter beans were hidden in the ice cream.
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I created a variety of ways to dispose of that little treat. Since we could not say the
names of the restaurants, we named them ourselves. The "Green Chair" was named after
its green chairs, the "Red Chair" was named after its red chairs, and the "Brown Chair"
was named, of course, after its brown chairs. We experienced the floating market, dogs
walking in and out of restaurants as if they owned the place, and the best fruit I've ever
put in my mouth.
I'll leave you with a memory that still makes me laugh. Several of us were
taking the elevator up to our rooms when the most beautiful Thai woman we'd ever seen
entered the elevator with us. I thought the guys were going to faint. Their eyes almost
popped out of their heads, and their tongues fell out of their mouths. When one guy
regained his composure, he asked which floor she needed. When HE replied in a very
masculine voice that he needed the fourth floor, all five guys turned an interesting shade
of green. The girls got a kick out of that for days!
That summer was full of lifelong lessons. I learned what was cultural about my
faith and what was real. I learned how to be flexible and go with the flow. I learned that
God could be trusted. I learned how really small and insignificant my life is in light of
all the people in the world, and the fact that God knew my name and how many hairs
were on my head amazed me. That fact amazes me still. The experience of this mission
trip changed me significantly, perhaps more than any other experience in my life.
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Death of a Vision

Did he really say that?
Echoes in my mind
A vision of what would be
Tested by The Great Divine.
How could it be?
Only by His Hand,
Faith built by design.
A purging of my soul, as the

Vision fades slowly.
In His Hands I leave it.
Supernatural intervention needed.
In His time is His response.
On Him I wait .
No other way.
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Using Humor in the Classroom
"We don't laugh because we 're happy; we laugh because we laugh."
Claudia Cornett

At a recent conference, Claudia Cornett, an independent consultant and retired
language teacher, led one of the best workshops on using language and humor in the
classroom. She is a vibrant redhead in her mid-sixties, full of life and energy. I want to
share some ideas she gave us that I have used in my classroom to help me and my students
get through the day.
Ms. Cornett said that humor promotes higher reasoning and creative thinking.
She tells her students to think of all the riddles they know. In order to find the answer,
they have to think about double-meanings of words. Ms. Cornett has a joke of the day, a
riddle of the day, or a tongue twister on the board every morning. At the end of the day,
students get to share possible answers, and then, the correct answer is given. Her children
also use laugh logs. She asks them to record what makes them laugh. On Fridays, they
have a share time where everyone gets to laugh together.
Another idea that I love as a language teacher is keeping a funny word chart in the
classroom. Students write a word that they think is funny and tape it to the chart. These
words can be tied into phonic patterns. The chart remains on the wall, and any time
students need a laugh, they can take a peek at the chart.
Richard Lederer's The Play of Words can be used in a variety of ways in the
classroom. It focuses on the many uses of language and language bloopers found in
printed material. He states that metaphors are ways of explaining the abstract in terms of
the concrete. After teaching this concept, the teacher gives the students a category and
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metaphors with words left out. For example, anatomy would be the category. The
metaphors would be eye of a needle, heart of the matter, head of lettuce, mouth of the
river, and tongue in cheek. Other ideas include using cliches which are worn out
expressions like "afraid of his own shadow" or "between a rock and a hard place."
Children can hunt these while reading and add them to a wall chart. Ms. Cornett also
gave these out at her workshop:
These prize winning vanity plates can add humor to any classroom.
BRTQLIT ......... SPEECH THERAPIST
O4AFRE ............... ON A HONDA
OUTS0GZ......... ON A MERCEDES
IM2BZ2P ............. FOR A TEACHER
She gave several resource books and sites to use: Too Hot to Hoot (Clarion Press), 696
Silly School Jokes and Riddles (Joseph Rosenbloom), World's Best Funny Songs (Ester
Nelson), and www.humorproject.com, and
http://members.tripod.com/-SillyWillytheClown.
Ms. Cornett concluded her seminar by telling us that children need to know that
they can get the same rush from laughing as they do from drugs. Research has shown the
benefits of laughter. It frees students from the tension and stress of performance at school
and opens a door for learning to take place. She challenged us to help get children
addicted to laughter. I make the same challenge to you.
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"Yesterday is history; tomorrow, a
mystery; and today is a 0ift; that's
why we call it the present."
Anonymous
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Raging Rivers
I had never been so scared in all ofmy life! There was so much water. It was
moving so quickly. I couldn't breathe. I guess I need to back up and tell you the whole
story.

It was the Fourth of July weekend, and my entire family was on vacation in Helen,
Georgia. I don't just mean a few people here--it was my parents, two grandparents, aunt,
uncle, three cousins, sister, brother-in-law, and me. We were packed into our two hotel
rooms like sardines!
The family was staying at an inn located on the Chattahoochee River, which runs
through the middle of downtown Helen, a German-style town. The river seemed to be
calling to us on such a hot summer day! We decided to ride up the mountain side and find
one of the small "Ma and Pa" type operations that rented inner tubes.
You should have seen us! Eleven ofmy family members (all but my mom) were
sitting in neon-colored inner tubes floating down river. The water was cold, but clear and
peaceful. It took us two and a half hours to travel down the side of the mountain and into
town.
After we returned from tubing, it began to rain. It rained and rained and rained. My
dad, mom, sister, brother-in-law, and I sat on our balcony as the rest of my family packed
to leave. The other family members were due home that evening, while the rest of us had
three glorious days ahead, providing the rain stopped before Noah showed up!
As we sat on our balcony, we noticed the river's water level had risen due to the
amount of rain and that several people were still tubing! We watched each person flip a
tube in the slight rapids just off our door step. I noticed a gentleman who began to get out
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of the water, deciding he had had enough. The rain stopped falling, with only a drizzle in
the air, and my dad walked over to the man. He told us that the two and one-half hour trip
from yesterday was now down to just over forty-five minutes, due to the increase of the
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current. We found out there had been so much rain that the river was up three feet since
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the day before. It looked like flood waters seen rushing on the nightly news! How fun!!!
We put on our swimsuits and headed for the car! My dad and mom waited on the
riverbank once we arrived at the launch site. Now that I think back, I believe that I heard a

I

few prayers. As my sister Lori , brother-in-law Steve, and I entered the water, we
discussed the fact that today we had to sign legal papers and were told to put on the life
jackets. We were not going to let THAT stop the ride of our lives.
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,

Once in the water, we picked up our pace. I approached the first set of rapids and
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sailed over them smoothly. I turned to look back as my sister passed safely and then as my
brother-in-law proceeded to flip his tube. I watched as his empty tube passed my sister,
then me. I looked back and noticed Steve was picking up steam and actually began to pass
Lori. I turned back around just in time to see the next set of rapids ... ub, rapidly
approaching. I held on tightly to my tube, bumped across the first part, then flipped. My
tube was pulled ahead in the current, and I was unable to catch up. The water moved so
quickly that I had no choice but to float along. Unbelievably, I did not panic, but began to
push off the bottom as often as I could reach, until I slowly worked my way toward the
bank. Unfortunately, because we were on the side of a mountain, the bank went straight
up. I knew I would not be able to escape, so I caught a tree and held on for dear life.
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As I rested from the ordeal, I watched the waters rushing by. I heard yelling and
I '

I

looked back to see both Lori and Steve, holding a tube between them. Steve told me to let
go, and, to my disadvantage, I obeyed.
I worked my way back to the middle of the current and was able to catch up with
them. Now, we were in the current that looked like flood waters on the evening news,
holding one neon pink inner tube. All was going well, until we saw that we were
approaching the next set of rapids. Steve yelled, "Hang on!"
I could tell that we were heading straight for the rocks beneath the river's surface,
but could do nothing except brace for the collision. I hit the rocks chest first, bruising my
sternum, but was saved by the thickness of my life jacket. To add to the distress, the
swimsuit I was wearing beneath my T-shirt had a zipper running up the forward side which
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cut me with the force of the impact. The force of the blow not only knocked the breath out
ofme, but caused me to lose my grip on the tube and plunge under water.
I have never been so scared in all my life! There was so much water. It was moving
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so quickly. I could not breathe. Steve reached under the surface of the water and pulled
me up. My lungs could not take in air. I panicked!
My first thought was to get OUT! I looked ahead and saw the ground was level on
one side to the bank. I began pulling Lori and Steve with the inner tube we still shared. I
knew the water was traveling so quickly that the bank could pass by if we did not work
together. As one, the three ofus made it to the water's edge and out to safety. We
collapsed on the grass for a moment of prayer and meditation.
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After a few minutes passed and we each caught our breath, we began to walk back to
town. I heard a horn honk, looked to the highway and watched as my mom and dad pulled
up beside us. The last thing I remember is my mom saying, "I told you so."
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He Was Always the Strong One
He was a registered nurse, in the prime of his life.
He was the loving husband, a helpmate to his wife.
He was a giving Christian, of heart, time, and home.
He is one in a million, my daddy, my own.
One calm September morning, as my mom left home for a wedding,
He sat quietly by the pool, silent tears he was shedding.
It was not until that moment of his pain in life we knew,
For years ago his heartache began, in a war that was the news.
As a twenty year-old medic, in 1969,
He served his country faithfully, saving lives, leaving his behind.
Now, thirty years later, after Vietnam, I learn,
The time he spent at war was ofno U.S. concern.
When he sits beside me now in a catatonic state,
I wonder why my country treated this war as a debate.
We chose to look over our real concern,
And when our boys came home from war, they saw promises unconfirmed.
Even though the war is over, it's repeated with every war scene.
I do not understand this condition they call "PTSD."
I hear the term "flashback," and I know he's in another time and place,
It scares me, but I stand strong for him, his loss is such a waste.
Now, I sit beside him, I'm still "Daddy's Little Girl."
I just can't understand, how I am supposed to make it in this world.
He was always the strong one.
He still IS the strong one!
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A TITANIC-Sized Lesson

The finished product never ceases to amaze me. After giving students a little
background information and a creative writing assigmnent, I find their efforts are
rewarding year after year. My favorite project to have students complete is one I call "A
TITANIC-Sized Lesson." As a fourth grade science teacher in a rural community, I am a
firm believer in writing across the curriculum, which leads to the following assigmnent.
While studying the "Water Module" in our science textbook, we come to a section
that discusses underwater exploration and submersibles. These two pages of information
lend themselves to unlimited possibilities in creative writing.
After reading our text, I lead an oral discussion on submersibles. We talk about
the facts in the book, and I encourage students to give me their personal opinions as to
what it would be like to take a ride in a submersible. We then discuss places, things, and
animals we would like to observe on such a trip. It never fails; I always have at least one
student mention the movie, TITANIC.
Okay, I admit it, I am a TITANIC fan. Some might even call me an addict. I love
the 1997 James Cameron movie and am fascinated by the historical event. I think this is a
great opportunity to take students' interests, a passion of my own, and what could be a
small assigmnent to allow students creative freedom and expression.
Since I am a closet TITANIC-aholic, I have vast amounts of behind-the-scenes
movie footage. After leading in this previously mentioned class discussion and ultimately
ending with TITANIC, I have students sit on the floor in front of the television for a
special treat.
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We begin by watching the Wlderwater footage clips taken from the popular
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television shows Entertainment Tonight and E News Daily. These clips feature
writer/director James Cameron as he visits the immortalized site. Once we complete the
clips, I begin the movie TITANIC. With the volume muted, due to the language contained
within the feature, I share with students what is taking place through the first few minutes
of the movie. I explain what happens as the actors reach the ocean floor, two and one-half
miles below the ocean's surface. I talk them through the scenes, as the submersible lands
on the wreckage and sends forth remote-operated vehicles (ROV's) to study the site and
take pictures. I explain to my students that while James Cameron created fictional
characters for the movie, the actual divers we saw in the earlier clips made the dives
featured in the movie. During these expeditions, the people did not move anything inside
the ship.
Once we have finished viewing the footage and students return to their desks, I
give the assignment. Students are to complete a creative writing activity in which they
take a trip in a submersible. I suggest that students begin their story with boarding a
submersible from a larger vessel and by explaining the purpose of their expedition. I
always give my students the option of not using the Titanic in their stories, and I request
that students include the use of illustrations.
Year after year, the papers submitted delight and thrill me. Students tell engaging
stories of the tragic ocean liner, thrilling near-death experiences with sharks/whales, and
lots of creative views of ocean life. This is one writing assignment that students eajoy and
remember for months and years to come.
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Susan Runner
"I teach with my heart and my soul
and not with my mouth alone."
Jaime Escalante
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A Language Without Words
Impatiently, I waited by the phone for news on Steadman's condition following
surgery. A prior commitment with my son prevented me from being in two places at one
time, but it was difficult not being at Phillip's side while he held his quiet vigil for the
son who meant everything to him.
Steadman had been rushed to UAB Medical Center in Birmingham from a
Gadsden hospital for emergency surgery for his Crohn' s Disease, an inflammatory bowel
disease he has been fighting since being diagnosed at the age of eleven. This was his
second major flare-up, with each battle leaving him weak, thin, and pale, yet determined
to bounce back. The doctor informed his father, Phillip, that this surgery, his second in
two weeks, was necessary to save his life. Steadman is his life, and for the first time, I
saw tears stream down Phillip's face as he told me that Steadman could die. I knew that
if Phillip lost Steadman, I would also lose Phillip, at least for a while, if not forever.
Since Phillip and Steadman's mother divorced several years ago, all his energy and
love have been poured into his only child. Steadman is his number one priority.
Steadman made the decision to live with his daddy, as he lovingly calls him. He knew,
even at a young age, his daddy would always be there for him. There were also times he
disobeyed that he faced his father's discipline. Love guides. Love corrects. A bond
exists between the two of them, father and son, like none I have ever witnessed. It is a
language without words. Losing Steadman was not an option.
Finally, after what seemed like days instead of hours, my phone rang. It was the
call that I had been waiting for. The news was good. The surgery was a complete
success, and Steadman should make a full recovery. Phillip was coming home to shower
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and get a quick nap. Steadman's mother took the first watch. Phillip told me that before
he left the hospital, he bent over his only son, tubes running out of his body from all
directions, and gave him a kiss good-bye. Steadman looked up, too weak to speak, and
formed with his hand the sign for I love you. With tears in his eyes, his daddy returned
this gesture of love. They truly share a love without words.
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Emergent Literacy and Journal Writing
The children work quietly at their tables, their monthly journals receiving precious
bits of information known only to the children holding the pencils, Are the children
writing in a foreign language or in some secret code? No, these children are preschoolers,
some barely four years old and others almost five, still in the role-play stage of writing,
Several of the children write their names, and others draw pictures. Some will write
stories with words known only to themselves. These children do not have to be lectured
on ownership. This work belongs to them immediately and without question.
I was first introduced to journal writing with the kindergarten classes in the
Anniston City School system in Anniston, Alabama. The journal writing is part of the

Writing to Read program. The theory is that when children attempt to make words, they
will also try to read the words that they have written. This practice encourages them to
write and read at an earlier age.
The journals are almost always teacher-made, due to the lack of funds. The
journals I made for the preschool class at my childcare center have blank, 8.5 x 11 sheets
of paper, one for each day, and a cover with the month, year, and the child's name on it.
These children are very proud of their journals. Some months, I did not have the journals
ready on the first day of the month. When this happened, my children would ask, "When
are we going to get our journals?" I was surprised and very pleased at how important
these writing journals had become to my little people. Journal writing in preschool and
kindergarten classes is exactly what emergent literacy is all about.
We have heard those words before, but what does emergent literacy look like in
practice? The process of becoming literate begins in the preschool years. Emergent
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literacy is the new perspective on how children become literate. Children take what they
already know and apply that knowledge to what they do not know. The children learn
through play. They write letters at the pretend post office, they buy groceries at the
pretend market, and they stop for lunch at McDonald's. What child does not know how
to read the McDonald's sign? Children are introduced to reading and writing through
assisted reading which includes reading to children, shared reading, and then, finally,
independent reading when they can read some words by themselves.
The language experience approach is another tool of emergent literacy. Children
dictate thoughts and words which the teacher records on paper. Next, the teacher and
students will talk about the words that have been written. Children learn by seeing and
doing. Children learn words by being exposed to them. Some of the most interesting
ideas I have seen are the "Jot Spot," an area just for creative and journal writing and the
author's chair. The author's chair is a special chair that a young author sits in to share his
writing with the class. The most important aspect of emergent literacy is to keep the
children engaged in the learning process. That is what journal writing does, even for
impressionable preschoolers. Journal writing makes them active participants in the
writing process and builds a foundation that will make them successful writers for the rest
of their lives.
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Meliaaa Shielda

"I can do all things . . ."
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My Honey
My young blond daughter.
Ashlyn.
A twinkle in my eye.
A spark in my heart.
She says,
I like being your honey, Mommy.
A constant cuddler
Who waddles in our bedroom each night
for some extra lovin'.
I awake with the soft strokes on my face,
A tiny movement of her hand.
She thinks I'm beautiful.
My honey likes to eat in the "diamond" room
and get "necky" for bubble baths
so that she will smell fresh for her troublesome
make-believe friend, Cindy.
Before bedtime, we read "demotions" from the Scriptures
and she asks, Where is Heaven?
She is Heaven.
My brown-eyed cutie elicits a smile from my soul
through small moments.
I find her white dance gloves
with a lipstick stain
hidden in the folds of my purse.
My heart swells.
I cannot put them away.
I am compelled to hold them, to
visualize her little painted
fingers
that once grew
inside
me.
She's found a best friend.
Caroline.
I watch them together,
and I see my honey growing
up.
She is discovering other beautiful people.
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The Shadow Child
Tiny moments yearned
Smells of innocence lost
A small shape with dark locks
and blue mirrors
A cowboy, a brother, an heir, a son
Dreams imagined and now impossible
Taken away by a malignant darkness
A desire unfulfilled
Sacrificed for the search of survival
A shadowed child hiding in the mind
trying desperately to escape the light of reality
A child loved, admired, and grieved
These distant twinkling of eyes
leave an aching heart to mourn
the child not forgotten who never came to be
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Paige Smith
"For the thinga we have to learn
before we can do them, we learn
by doing them."
Ariatotle
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Getting Personal Through Writing
One of my favorite activities to teach the tenth grade Fundamental English classes
is called "Getting Personal Through Writing." It is not a new idea, nor is it difficult to
teach. It is a lesson that I enjoy as much as my students. The activity involves students
writing their memoirs and composing "I Am" poems.
I started this activity the first year I taught school.

My initial reason for

implementing it into the curriculum was to get my students motivated to write. Not only
does it motivate them, but it allows them to recapture their childhood.
The first thing I do is discuss adjectives. The students list five adjectives that
describe themselves and their childhood. Then they share their responses with each
other. This leads the class into a discussion of childhood memories. I explain the
definition of memoirs and why they are important to us. We discuss how relevant it is to
preserve our memories whether they are good or bad. This also opens the door for me to
discuss how authors write their memoirs in the form of autobiographies. I read an
excerpt from Langston Hughes's autobiography, The Big Sea. We discuss it and other
authors that have written their memoirs.
Next comes the first writing assignment. The students must write ten perfect
sentences that describe and/or explain their life and childhood. They may also include a
sentence that projects their plans for the future. I give them strict guidelines to follow,
and every sentence must contain a few modifiers to give it more detail. In other words,
students cannot write short, choppy sentences. They are given certain criteria to choose
to write about and points not to write about in their memoirs. The criteria are as follows:
Criteria to choose from
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•

Where you were born

•

Conditions during your birth

•

Childhood memories/experiences

•

Family and home life

•

Loss of a loved one or pet

•

Hopes and dreams for the future

•

Anything of your choice

Criteria not to choose from
•

Profanity

•

Sexual promotion of any kind

•

Promotion of alcohol abuse

•

Promotion of drug abuse

•

Anything else not accepted by the teacher

The students are then asked to write their memoirs. I have them illustrate each sentence
with a small picture to signify its importance to them.
Their memoirs are always a delight and an enjoyment for me to read. Some
sentences are very touching, others are humorous, and there are always a few that are
silly. One thing that amazes me is that no matter how quiet a student is during class, he
or she always wants to share a memoir sentence with the others. However, I do give
them the option of not sharing any of their sentence, since some students do not want to
share their memories.
Once the memoirs are written, I give a completion grade. I do not feel that I can
assess students' personal experiences. Instead of marking their errors and taking points
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from their grade, I correct their grammar and give full credit based on the completion of
the assignment. They receive their memoirs back to correct, making certain there are no
errors. I then take them back to keep for a later project.
The students are then ready for the second writing assignment. I give them a
handout that contains an "I Am" poem. We read the information together and go over
the correct way to write an "I Am" poem. The students are instructed to compose their
own poem. They are required to follow the guidelines and encouraged to be creative as
they write. Once their poem is finished, the students draw a picture that summarizes it.
The students' "I Am" poems stay in their portfolios. On occasion, I will read a
couple of them orally to the class, but my main concern is to see that they have
completed the assignment. Once again, I only give them a grade based on whether the
assignment has been completed.
To link the memoir sentences and the "I Am" poems together, we discuss how
easy it is to reflect on our childhood. Most students are able to write their "I Am" poems
using their memoirs as a template. They recall how they were as children and are able to
quickly fill in the "I Am" poem patterns.
I keep their memoir sentences to give to the senior English teacher. When my
students are seniors, they write at least ten (most write more) memoir sentences again.
They also illustrate each new sentence. Their twelfth grade teacher and I compile each
student's memoirs into a book as a graduation gift.
The most rewarding part of this lesson is the students' reactions to the Memoir
Book. They do not realize that I keep their tenth grade memoirs. They assume they have
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to write their memoirs again because they are seniors, and it is a time to reflect on their
childhood.
Each student in my tenth grade class receives his or her Memoir Book before
graduation. The books are a pleasant surprise to most of them. I hope they will all keep
their books to show their children one day. For me, this is a personal and rewarding
lesson. It allows me to help my students relive and remember their childhood.
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Raccoon Eyes
Of all the times I got in trouble when I was younger, one far outweighs the others.
It is the one that always comes to mind when someone asks me about my childhood.
Now don't get me wrong, I had a wonderful childhood. I'm only saying that I was just a
little bit too mischievous growing up. I blame this on the "Youngest Sibling Syndrome."
There are nine years between my sister and me. She was always the angel, and I was the
one always getting into trouble (mainly for attention and to see what kinds of gifts I
would get for being good).
When I was five years old, fresh out of kindergarten, and on my way to "big
school," I decided that it was time for me to dress up. Late one hot July night, I sneaked
into my parents' bathroom and got out my mother's make-up. I then started to apply the
darkest brown eye shadow known to man on my delicate eyes. What I didn't know was
that my mom used Mary Kay products and I was allergic to that specific brand. I put the
eye shadow all around my eyes, above my eyebrows, and below my eyelashes. Boy, was
I pretty! I felt like a model getting ready to walk down the runway.
A few minutes later, as I was admiring my new look, my mother walked in the
bathroom. Her first words were, "What have you done?"
I was speechless and very upset that she didn't notice me all grown up. There
was a pause and I replied, "Nothing."
"What do you have on your eyes?" she asked.
"Nothing. I didn't do anything Momma. I promise," I boldly said.
"Sure looks like you did something. Don't you know that you're allergic to
make-up and anything that gets around your eyes?"
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"But, Momma, I didn't do anything. I didn't put anything on my eyes. Don't
you believe me?"

' '

By this time I had lied so much that I was beginning to crumble. I tried to firmly

I

stand my ground, but it was quickly falling out from under me. I was caught.
We argued for about five minutes. At the time, I could tell that she wasn't going
to give in. I was at the end of the rope, so I began to cry. Well, that was a HUGE
mistake. The eye shadow was so thick that it began to run down my face.
"Look at you. You look like a raccoon!" she said in that stem voice that was so
familiar to me. "All I want you to tell me is that you got into my make-up. I don't want
you to continue lying to me."
I finally gave in. I knew I was in deep trouble. My mother helped me wash my
face and when we were finished, I looked like a swollen lobster. My face was blood red
and puffy all over. I had had an allergic reaction to the make-up. Right then, my mother
began feeding me Benadryl to counteract the reaction. I was crying hysterically by this
point. Then my mother started crying because I was so upset.
After an exhausting stay at the emergency room and countless questions from the
personnel about what happened, I finally told my mother what I did. I told the truth. I
thought she would tear me up right there at the hospital. Instead, she gave me a hug and
told me to promise never to lie to her again. For the rest ofmy childhood living at home
with my parents, I lived up to that promise. I did get in trouble, but never for lying.
Also, I lived out the rest of my adolescent and dating years as being the infamous
"Raccoon Eyes."
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Ben Thomas

"You might be a redneck if . . . you
have spent more on your pickup
truck than on your education."
Jeff Foxworthy
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Fifth Sunday
Frigid and delicious,
the yellow sin of liquid indulgence
creeps down my sticky chin
until I gasp for breath
in the stagnant July heat.
Sweet and sour,
good and evil collide
amongst the clacking ice cubes
in a galvanized washtub.

The preacher's sermon,
hot and feisty,
burns and rings in my youthful ears.
He screams about the lukewarm
sinner
who in his sulfurous pit of
boiling eternity
pleads for only a drop of cool water.

I think,
I would ask for lemonade
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In Full Bloom
It is nearly impossible to believe that there was once a garden located on the
overgrown lot. Kudzu and saw briars strangle the posts that once cradled burgeoning
tomato plants, and only the occasional glimpse of a mournful iris bloom gives an
indication of the beauty and splendor of the past, a splendor that bewitched motorists to
stop and gawk at the bounty that could flourish in the harsh red clay of northern
Tallapoosa County.
The soil near my grandparents' old home is not nourishing and fertile. People in
the area do not attempt to grow lush gardens on the scale that Eldridge and Gladys Harry
once maintained. One can find an occasional burst of fragrant blooms dotting the
roadside, but these are limited to tiny plots and window boxes. My grandparents tended
a minor Garden of Eden that stretched over three acres.
Although they used plenty of fertilizer and insect killer and they dug a separate
well just for irrigation, I know that it was actually their love and tender touch that fed the
hungry roots. The flowers, vegetables, and fruit trees were their children.
I watched my grandfather's bony hands, sinewy and strong, gently straighten
drooping stalks and tie them up with strips of torn rags. I saw those same hands rend the
stubborn weeds from the ground until there was nothing left in the rows but fruitful
sprouts. I knelt by my grandmother as she daintily dusted the leaves with pesticides. She
molded the ground around every sprig and stalk until the plant stood tall. She talked to
each plant as she moved down the narrow row, chiding those that browned or wilted and
praising the ones that looked especially pretty and fecund.
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The labors and pains involved in the field were constant and monotonous, but the
harvest was magnificent. Each time a driver was called from the county road by the
sirens of daffodils and okra, my grandparents found the time to speak with them.
"Man, you folks have sure got a spread out here," they might muse nonchalantly.
My grandmother's reply was almost stock," Yes, the good Lord has blessed us.

If you put your trust in G od and plant by the signs, anything is possible."
Eldridge passed away in 1984. Grandmother never again felt the desire to plant
on such a grand scale. The three-acre Utopia slowly dwindled each passing year until it
was only a modest strawberry patch surrounded by a few irises and day lilies. When she
died in 1997, the kudzu and briars hungrily devoured the last remnants.
At my grandmother' s funeral, it was difficult to see the coffin because of
the numerous flowers. As friends and relatives arrived, each commented on how much
she loved beautiful flowers and how much they loved her. Family arrived from the far
comers of the country to offer their respect and condolences.
During that time of mourning, a number of my grandmother's nieces and
nephews came to me and revealed some facts that I had never been told. During the
Great Depression and in other times of need, my grandparents had taken them into their
homes to live when their parents could no longer support them. My grandparents had
bought them clothes, paid for their schooling, and taken them to church.
"Aunt Gladys bought me my first real dress," one said.
"We wouldn' t have had a Christmas in 1938 if it weren' t for Aunt Gladys and
Uncle E.G.," confided another.
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When the funeral director asked one nephew what his relationship was to my
grandmother, he simply replied, "She was my mother."
As I looked around that solemn room at the faces streaked with heartfelt tears, I
saw an aviation designer, a textile millionaire, teachers, and other respected members of
the community. Those loving hands and hearts had touched everyone in that room,
including myself. Like the rows of fertile flora, we had been fed physically and
spiritually, told to trust in God, and assured we were born in the right signs. We were a
glorious bounty of talent and love, produced from the harsh red clay of Tallapoosa
County. I had never seen a more beautiful garden.
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My Great-grandparents' Home

Heart pine planks
Held together with rusting nails,
Shiver and speak
When footfalls intrude upon
Their ancient sleep.
The new metal roof
Sighs in summer breezes,
Screams in blustering storms,
And sings a whispering lullabye
When afternoon showers tick.le its ribs.
Silent chimneys
No longer cough billowing smoke rings,
And only echo the occasional gossip
Of nesting sweeps, but
They remember the crack.ling roar
Of hickory conversations.
Sentinel doors
Chatter about welcome guests
Who push them aside,
Chuckling softly as you
Shake their brazen hands.
Late on summer nights,
The house talks to itself
In hushed tones and
Remembers.
It recalls the heavy footsteps
Of old men and children,
The pattering cadence of women,
And the laughter of them all.

But, mostly
It envisions the murmur
Of soft kisses and promises,
The banter of love.
Love so loud
It seeps through
The muffled walls and reverberates
Down the stolid hall like a tuning fork.
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Christie Venable

Thia ia not Burger King.
You can't have it your way.
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Teaching Across the Curriculum
The main objective of the presentation "Teaching Across the Curriculum" is to
give educators a way to incorporate writing in all disciplines. Writing can be added to
any discipline if educators think creatively. These science activities incorporate math,
science, English, and social studies, and should help students realize that all disciplines
are interrelated. The following activities incorporate analysis, application, discussion,
evaluation, problem solving, small group work, synthesis, and writing.
Animal charades is an activity that combines English, science, and drama. The
objectives include the defining of wildlife, as well as distinguishing between
domesticated and nondomesticated animals. First, students must be aware of the key
terms. An animal is generally referred to as any living thing other than a plant. Wildlife
can be defined as any animal that lives in a basically free condition, providing for its own
food, shelter, and other needs in an environment that serves as a suitable habitat. A
habitat is an animal's home, and a niche is known as an animal's occupation. Wildlife
may be small organisms only visible to humans if seen through a microscope, or wildlife

I
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may be as large as a whale. Wildlife includes insects, spiders, birds, reptiles, fish,
amphibians, mammals, and amebas. Domesticated animals depend on others to feed and
I

shelter them. In a game of animal charades, the students are asked to put their names on
a small sheet of paper. The names are drawn out, and the students have approximately
thirty seconds to act out the animal of choice. The animal is then identified as domestic
or wild.
Next, the students are asked to participate in animal poetry. The objective is that
each student or group of students will recognize and experience the inspirational value of
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wildlife. Everyone can become a poet, at least to some extent in this activity which
involves English and science. The following skills will be utilized: description,
invention, synthesis, visualization, and writing. Several poetic forms are presented to the
students: haiku, cinquain, and diamante. The students are asked to write a poem of their
choice about an animal of their choice, and they are asked to delete the title of the poem
and to refrain from discussing the animal's identity. After the students write the poems,
the instructor asks each student to read his or her poem, and based upon the descriptive
writing skills of the author, we guess the identity of the animal. In a similar activity,
students create a poem in the shape of any aquatic animal the student finds interesting.
The students put words in order in the shape of the outline of the animal the students
have in mind. The words do not need to rhyme. The student can use any words that
come to mind that help to describe the characteristics of this aquatic animal-for
example, where it lives (habitat), what it eats, how it moves and what the student finds
interesting about it. Finally, the student can find a photograph or painting that features
wildlife in an inspiring fashion. The student can explain how the artist portrays wildlife
in a way that is inspiring.

I
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Ethi-Reasoning is the next thing on the agenda. This activity, done in small
groups, requires group members to determine the best solution to an environmental
dilemma. The objectives include that the students will examine their own values and
beliefs related to wildlife and other elements of the environment; the students will listen
to and respect the rights of others to maintain different values and beliefs; and students
will evaluate possible actions they might take that have an impact on wildlife and
environment.. There are no "right" and "wrong" answers for the students. The only
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exception is in the areas where information about laws may be disclosed by the educator
or a guest speaker. Laws affecting wildlife and the environment vary from state to state,
and each state has an official public agency that is held responsible for caring for most
wildlife within the state. This agency can be contacted to request information about laws
affecting wildlife in that state. For example, federal law protects all birds of prey,
including eagles, hawks, and owls, from hunters. Federal law also protects endangered
species; thus, it is generally illegal to pick up a bird's nest, eggs, and feathers, even those
lying on the ground.
It is the responsibility of the students to come up with their own judgments about
what they think is the most environmentally sound solution to the dilemma. The fust
thing on the list of activities is to give each response group two dilemmas. The students
are asked to discuss and come up with an answer to one of the dilemmas. Next, the
students have to defend their positions in paragraph form. After the paragraphs are
written, the students read the dilemma and the solutions to the class. Although the
dilemma cards are already printed out, instructors can come up with alternative
dilemmas. Instructors can also adapt this activity to a debate format.
The final activity on the agenda is spiderweb geometry. The students are asked to
recognize spiders as wildlife; the students are asked to generalize that people and wildlife
share environments. The major purpose of this activity is for the students to identify
spiders as one form of wildlife, developing and applying mathematical research skills in
the process. The material used includes research materials, glue, and black posterboard
or felt. The instructor should show students examples of spiderwebs. The instructor
should send students to investigate the spiderwebs on the school grounds. Next, the
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students are asked to make the web. The webs are to be as realistic as possible. The
students are presented with geometric theorems, and they are asked to write or discuss
I ,

i

those theorems that are used in the construction of the webs. An alternative to this
activity could be to discuss in written form appropriate and inappropriate pets, with
reasons for classifications.
In conclusion, writing activities can be incorporated in any field of study.
Literacy is a concern for all educators and employers. Since accuracy and precision are
skills that must be learned over a period of time, teachers have to think of innovative
ways to teach these talents. The promotion of creativity requires the active participation
of the students as well as the educator. If educators make the classroom a discovery
zone, the literacy goal will eventually be reached.
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Life's Ledger

The garden is a barren field.
He no longer glances at the silver pocket watch.
Time has no value.
Grandchildren ache for his comforting arms.
Promises cannot be kept.
Holidays hold a vacant spot at the table.
Plastic roses have no aroma.
Empty tears fall on the soil.
The concrete testament is all that we have.
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Autumn Begins in the South
In the brisk breeze,
Leaves of red, green, and gold whisper
"The end is near."
Theirs is the only voice, protesting, pleading.
I do not think the wise will have ears,
Listen, listen, listen.
The meadows are calling.
Mortality is but a fleeting moment in time.
Overhead, the Sllll brings forth new beginnings.
Down below, the earth recycles the ones that have been here before.
One more look cries the inquisitive soul.
In desperation, we claw at the soil, knowing it cannot answer.
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The Scholar
makes the difficult seem attainable,
does not condemn or confirm,
looks for the silver lining,
sees the miraculous in the ordinary.
The art of teaching remains in the cultivation of the curious
mind.
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Lisa M. Williama
"Your whole life is a writing process
consisting of every moment of every
activity experienced, awake or asleep, in
actuality or imagination; every thought
and feeling explored or repressed; every
person and phenomenon known or
observed; every bit of information
learned and used or filed away;
everything you've read."
Lynn Bloom

Fact and Artifact
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Writing about Writing
In Process, Form, and Substance, Richard Coe states that "Much of the guilt
people feel about writing ... is not centered on the written product, but on the process
itself' (8). He also reminds readers that "the writing process" is a misnomer, that "What
works best for one individual may or may not work well for another individual" (8).
Reading these remarks took me back to my own undergraduate days, when I didn't yet
know that good writers do not all use a similar process to produce good writing, back to
when I still thought there was one "correct" way to write.
I remember reluctantly signing up for the Advanced Composition class required
for my English major. I wrote furiously as we did our first in-class writing assignment,
a timed diagnostic paper on a childhood memory. I hated timed writings passionately,
since I never finished writing quickly. As I worked on the piece, I kept writing and
rewriting, scratching out and restating, rearranging and rewording. I finished the piece,
barely, before the instructor dismissed us and dashed off to his office. I hoped I had
done a credible job telling of childhood escapades in my brother's tree house, but as
usual, I had doubts about my writing.
When my instructor returned the papers, marked but ungraded, I eagerly looked
for his comments on mine. Most were fine, but I was devastated by his aside: "I need a
road map to read this!" He was not a cruel person, and I do not think he meant this
remark as harshly as I took it, but at that moment, with my limited experience as a writer,
I thought that he meant that he did not approve of my extensive revision, which did
indeed trail all over that paper. The conclusion that I reached as a student was that
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indeed trail all over that paper. The conclusion that I reached as a student was that
something was wrong with my writing or with the way I wrote, that he thought the
messiness, the chaos, the changes were bad, or at the very least, a sign of weakness.
Maybe he thought my writing was bad, too.
What I did not know then, and what he neglected to tell me, is something we all
know well now: that no single path, no simple model exists for writing. The "road map"
comment on my paper came in the mid-seventies, when "process" was a new idea and the
traditional model of "formulate a thesis, outline, write, recopy neatly in ink" still reigned
supreme.
After receiving good grades on subsequent out-of-class papers I had typed neatly,
I realized that my final product was acceptable. But for some time, I assumed my way of
writing was faulty. Fortunately, in graduate school, I learned about "process" writing
and the recursiveness inherent in writing. Suddenly, my own struggle in mixing
prewriting, writing, and revising did not seem wrong at all. The fear, uncertainty, and
guilt about my own writing process that I worried over as an undergraduate probably
explain my continuing fascination with the idiosyncratic nature of writing. I direct much
of my effort as a writing teacher to helping students learn, in a way less painful than I
learned, that we all write differently.
This seems like such a simple idea: different people write differently, and the
same
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"For true learning to occur, students must reflect, thus gaining awareness and control of
their learning processes" (ix). I believe such reflection is needed in the teaching of
writing and that we must help students use reflection to discover, grow to understand,
and learn to control their own unique versions of the process.
I have been developing writing exercises to this effect for many years, and I am
convinced that by reflecting on how they write, my students are improving their writing.
Several composition theorists have commented on the value of metacognition, or
thinking about thinking, writing about writing. Ann Berthoff, influenced by the work of
Paulo Friere, insists on a constant "audit of meaning" as essential for learners and writers
(iii). In other words, the writer should constantly be thinking about thinking and writing
about writing, examining his or her personal intellectual processes. This inner process of
dialectic is at the heart of metacognition: the person thinking is simultaneously
completing a task and examining the mental processes used. Reflective thinking about
writing can enable student writers to improve significantly, for the more they understand
their own process of writing, the more likely they are to control and shape it as they
prewrite, draft, and revise.
Dan Kirby and Carol Kuykendall point to research that finds that "less able
thinkers differ from their more successful counterparts not so much in their repertoire of
mental processes and strategies as in the tendency to use these processes and strategies"
(40). If this is true, then an imperative for us as teachers is to determine how we can help
our students use these strategies. Unfortunately, the key strategy of reflection does not
occur frequently enough in all our students. We have to cultivate it by providing them
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with opportunities to explore how they write, not just to produce samples of their writing.
Such reflective writing can be done in short, informal assignments, such as quick writes,
impromptus, charts, time lines, diagrams, maps, journal entries, self-evaluations, and
commentaries attached to other writing, and can be a key component of longer
assignments, such as essays and projects. Some topics that can be adapted to both short
and longer reflective assignments follow.
Writing about Previous Experiences with Writing
Having students write about earlier writing experiences can help them understand
how they write and how they feel about writing. Such writing can cover a limited period
of time (What did you write last year in English class?) or a particular type of writing
(What is your experience in writing research papers?). In a longer assignment, students
can recap their overall experiences in writing. Here's a sample assignment used as a
diagnostic writing in freshman composition.

In an essay, please introduce yourself as a writer. As you examine the
"school" stages of your life, be sure to tell what kinds of things you wrote and
when, but also tell how you felt about the writing you did. You might add the
reaction of others to your writing at the various stages (friends, parents, teachers).
You should begin with your earliest memories of writing, which might
include making color crayon scribbles on your wall or writing the alphabet with
those fat pencils in kindergarten. Then, move on to what you remember of
elementary school writing. Did you write poems, ghost stories, notes to friends?
Next, consider junior high writing. What types of school or non-school writing
did you do? Was attention placed on grammatical correctness at this stage?
Next, move on to high school. Did you have a writing class? Was writing
included in English class? Other classes? What types of things did you write?
Did you write for the yearbook or school paper?
Conclude with your expectations for this class. What have you been told
about freshman composition? What do you think we will be doing in this class?
What would you like to learn about writing?
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Writing about Writing Processes
Students need to have opportunities to write about the processes they go through
to produce pieces of writing and then, in small or whole class groups, to read and discuss
their processes. The students will see the differences and similarities, and their
comments will provide a natural lead to class discussion of the recursiveness of writing
and the uniqueness of each writer's use ofprewriting, writing, and revision.
In a recent EH IO I Freshman Composition class, my students responded to the
question, "What do you do when you write?" One student states "When I begin to write,
I usually have trouble putting everything into the order or sequence that I want it to go
in." Such a comment suggests a need for teaching of organizational patterns and
coherence devices. Another student's response, such as this one, reveals a fear of error
that needs addressing:
I take very careful steps when I am writing so that I will not make any
unnecessary mistakes. One thing I do is make sure that my spelling and
punctuation is correct: that is to be sure there aren't any misspelled words
or periods and commas in the wrong places. Another step that I take in
writing is to make sure my subject and pronoun agree. I also make sure
while I am reviewing my paper and check for mistakes that I might have
missed, and hopefully when I am done I have a good paper.
And the reflective question can be as simple as "What problems do you have when you
write?" Often, students already know the trouble spots, but need an opportunity to
articulate and consider these.
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Write and Reflect
Most teachers are familiar with Ann Berthoff's dialectical journal, in which
students draw a line down the paper and put facts, observations, details, and information

I

I,

on the left, while recording reactions, emotions, response, and questions on the right.
This double-entry approach can be adapted for reflection on writing assignments if
students are encouraged to write their thoughts about their writing, their questions, their
uncertainties, or their problems. These comments can be written in the margins as they
work on the draft of the paper, providing an ongoing reflection on the writing. When the
teacher responds to the paper, comments on the marginal notes can made along with
comments on the draft itself.

Biography of a Particular Piece of Writing
Occasionally, I have my students tell the history, from start to finish, of a
particular writing assignment.

Here's a response from another freshman:

The last paper I wrote was a poem that I had been working on for
about 2 to 3 months. The reason it took so long is because I could only
write and revise it when I was in the mood that the poem was in. I began
by considering three possible topics. I picked the one that I felt I could
feel the most deeply about so that the poem would grab its readers
emotionally. After that, I wrote down ideas I could involve in the poem
and then gradually put them in order so that they would make sense. I
must have written and rewritten this poem a million times. I was really
happy with my finished product. I entered a literary contest and got
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second out of 63 entries. I felt I put all I had into that poem and it
showed.
Her discussion shows passion and commitment in writing, audience awareness, and
unusual willingness to revise; it also reveals that she enjoys writing beyond classroom
assignments, something I would probably not have known had she not written this
biography. It also suggests that the student needs a little help with "writer's block," in
learning some new methods for getting started, rather than waiting for inspiration. Often,
such biographical pieces provide the teacher with information on where intervention is
needed or where the student should be taught additional strategies in writing.
Self-Assessment Questions

Students can also benefit from evaluating their own writing, and they will often
be quite frank in their self-assessment. Mary Beavins suggests the following questions,
which can be used all together, separately, or in combinations:
•

How much time did you spend on this paper?

•

After the first draft, what did you try to improve, or experiment with, on
this paper? How successful were you? If you have questions about what
you were trying to do, what are they?

•

What are the strengths of your paper? Place a squiggly line beside those
passages you feel are very good.

•

What one thing will you do to improve your next piece of writing? What
kind of experimentation in writing would you like to try?

•

What grade would you give yourself on this composition? Why? ( I 43 )
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Focusing on Particular Strengths and Weaknesses
In helping my students evaluate their progress in writing over time, I have them
keep this list in their portfolios, updating it from time to time:
Aspects of writing that I feel comfortable with now.
Aspects of writing that I am beginning to get under control.
Aspects of writing that I do not yet have under control.
At midterm and near the end of the semester, I have students evaluate their portfolios,
including the papers and these lists, to determine how their strengths and weaknesses are
changing as they progress through the class.
Reflective Writing for Portfolios
Portfolios provide many opportunities for reflection, as students evaluate their
portfolios to prepare a table of contents, a letter of introduction, and explanations of why
pieces were chosen for the portfolios. Reflective pieces can also be included in the
portfolio.
Response to Evaluation
From time to time, I ask my students to react in writing to the comments I have
made on their papers or to write about how they feel about being graded on their
compositions. In explaining their feelings about being graded, students often begin to
analyze and understand themselves as writers, even as they are teaching me about
themselves. I am reminded to keep my comments clear by one student who notes,
"Sometimes I get confused as to what the symbols of correction mean (I mean the ones in
the margins on essays)." He also underscores his desire to know why he made the grade
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he did, a common concern of students: ""I cannot understand my grade if there is no
evidence to support my getting a 'B' instead of an 'A.'" Another student states several
other truths of grading:
Favoritism could very easily play a major role in the grading of
composition papers and I believe it does among many English classes. A
teacher's attitude has a lot to do with the grade you get for your paper. If
a teacher is in a very bad mood, he/she may feel that almost all content
will be bad. On the other hand, if a teacher is in a merry mood, she/he
may tend to grade the papers somewhat better. Time may play a role in
grading. If the teacher has plenty of time to go over the papers
thoroughly, he/she may understand the contents more fully than if they
read them very hurriedly.
Virtual Revision
Occasionally, instead of having my students revise a particular paper, I have them
write a paragraph or so explaining what they would do if they were going to revise. This
exercise delights them because they think they are getting out of work. But what
happens is that they often think more carefully about this virtual revision than they would
a real one. This assignment can also take the form of a letter from the student to teacher
or from the student to himself or herself. Here's a sample:
Dear Michelle,
When revising your paper, you must look for problems in logic.
Your last paper was confusing. Make sure you have enough commas in
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the right places and that each sentence is pertinent to the paragraph it is in,
Be certain you have completed the assignment as required. And last,
make certain that you supply enough information so your readers are not
left guessing,
All my love,
Michelle
PS

Pronoun antecedent agreement

***
We can add a reflective element to almost any writing assignment that our
students produce. Using these reflective writing activities enables teachers to help
students confront their uncertainties, their self-doubts, their fears, and their guilt about
their writing. Once students understand what they are doing, they are willing to try new
strategies at each step, whether prewriting, drafting, revising. As they begin to
understand their own processes as writers, the textbook and class information will make
more sense to them. They may eventually stop looking for the "correct" way to write in
favor of writing the way that is comfortable for them, as they begin to see that the ideal
way for any person to write is as unique as a snowflake, a fingerprint, a human heart.
As Lynn Bloom notes in Fact and Artifact, "Your whole life is a writing process
consisting of every moment of every activity experienced, awake or asleep, in actuality
or imagination; every thought and feeling explored or repressed; every person and
phenomenon known or observed; every bit of information learned and used or filed
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away; everything you've read" (5 ). If Bloom is right, and I think we all would agree
she is, we owe our students time and direction to discover, refine, and successfully
navigate with the unique road map for their own writing processes.
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methods, the author sees the networked writing lab as the way of the future in writing
instruction.
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This article discusses a traditional game called "telephone" that can be used in
math classes to teach equations. The game encourages students to use mathematical
terms and reinforces their communication skills to convey their knowledge of equations.
The author finds this technique to be extremely helpful in getting rid of students' anxiety
and replacing anxiety with problem solving skills.
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This book assists teachers in sharing poems with children and helps them examine
their personal experiences with, and attitudes to poems so that they can develop their
strengths as teachers who represent an honest and caring stance when working with
poetry. Booth and Moore provide a detailed definition of poetry, and how important it is
for students to write and read. They show teachers how to introduce poetry to the
beginning reader as well as the advanced reader by displaying various types and
examples of poetry. They discuss the importance of teachers choosing poems used for
children with a consideration of the content and the children's understanding. The
authors show that a poem is not simply something printed on the page, but a tool of
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pleasures of sharing poems and the private pleasure children gain from reading them on
their own. Suggested ways and means of allowing students to create their own poems
and assessment are also provided in the book.
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Classroom. Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1987. 56-70.
Andrea Butler and Jan Turbill explain the process of turning a classroom into an
exciting reading and writing environment. The chapter I focused on gave examples of
how to get students involved in the entire writing process.
The famous phrase "Put it in writing" can be essential to the classroom. Butler
and Turbill suggest having students write labels, letters, posters, and display them
throughout the class. Teachers are encouraged to write in front of their class and to let
the class see teachers make mistakes. Children should participate in publishing quality
work. Several examples were shown where students had work published to go in the
class library. The bottom line is that the more involved the students are in their work, the
better the final copy will be.
Michelle Duke
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This interesting work deals with the relevance and importance of incorporating
video into the modem classroom. After a few chapters on the importance of teaching
film, the book gives twelve "classic" films and shows examples of how to teach them in
the classroom. The appendices offer more films and film projects.
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Literacy. York, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers, 1998. 155-160.
Exploring issues related to student achievement, identifying long and short term
goals and focusing on student learning to guide assessment are just a few of the reasons
teachers need a literacy team at their school. The teams bring teachers together to
problem-solve and share responsibility of the children's successes by providing them
support. The authors provide several examples of literacy teams and the focus of their
meetings. Through team work, each group is able to identify school-wide problems,
develop plans and implement them in their classroom. Literacy teams provide teachers
with an internal support system for instituting changes in their classrooms. The author
stated, "The children in our classrooms need us to work together as a team to support
them on their pathway to literacy."
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Fletcher, Ralph. Breathing In, Breathing Out: Keeping a Writer's Notebook.
Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1996.
Fletcher recommends that anyone who loves to write should keep a writer's
notebook. It would be an excellent place for recording half-formed ideas, moments of
intense emotion, short lines, or sayings which either move the person or could be used in
later works, and other useful bits. Notebooks keep the ideas alive, whereas they can be
lost and forgotten if they are not recorded. Notebooks are also ways of inspiring oneself
to continue writing, the "breathing in" of the title referring to collecting data, the
"breathing out" being the generating of writing.
Tony Entrekin
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Sharnbhala, 1986.
Natalie Goldberg takes a look at writing and our feelings about writing. She
attempts to surface every stumbling block that a serious author might encounter.
Listening, syntax, obsessions, loneliness, and other ideas are some of the topics Goldberg
addresses to arouse her readers to start writing and continue writing because of its
importance to her readers. She compares writing to cooked food, such as a pan of
brownies or a finished cake. Although the ingredients are correct, if the energy or the
heat is not applied, then, no transformation will take place. Writing must involve the
energy of the entire person of a writer. Listed details from memory are not enough; the
choice of words, showing not telling, and practice are very important to a successful
writer. Goldberg states, "Writing is not a McDonald's Hamburger. Writing is slow. It
takes time, practice, and energy; writing does not come out whole and complete the first
time (37)."
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Harste, Jerome C., Kathy G. Short, and Carolyn Burke. Creating Classrooms
for Authors. Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1988.
In the chapter titled "Creating a Classroom for Authors and Authorship," the
emphasis was on author sharing time. This may go on informally as the children share
with each other what they are reading or writing. Yet, there also needs to be a formal
time of sharing. The text suggested using an Author's Chair. Here, the writer shares
his/her piece with a small group or the entire group for the purpose of simply sharing
writing, not to work through problems in writing as writers do in the Author's Circle.
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The Author's Chair gives the audience ideas for their writing, and it gives children the
opportunity to reread what they have written. They may see their own errors and make
changes throughout the reading. The article suggested that the teacher have a sign up
sheet for those children interested in sharing their writing. Other uses for the "chair"
would be for the teacher to share her writing or to read a good book to the class. The
children can also share an interesting book that they have recently read.
I really like this idea and plan on using it in my language arts classroom. I like
how the book suggested practical ways of establishing this idea in the classroom for it to
be effective. All wrtiers need a chance to share what they are "working on.
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The title of this chapter is "The Course Journal," but Ms. Juell repeatedly says
that she considers the term "greenhouse" to be synonymous with this. Ms. Juell
considers the course journal the place where student writing progresses, or grows, with
help from both internal (the student writer) and external (the teacher) sources.
Ms. Juell suggests and explains a number of different methods of student writing
in the course journal: lists, free writing, free association, guided imagery, creative
definition, metaphorical question, role playing, the unsent letter, and dialogue.
Ms. Juell's metaphor of the course journal as a greenhouse for student writing is
especially apropos. Her position is that student writing is developed over the course of
the class term and that this journal is a particularly relevant source of writing material for
continued writing. This seems proven by the varied examples of student writing she
gives in the chapter.
Don Bennett

Karges-Bone, Linda. Grant Writing for Teachers. Torrance: Good Apple, 1994.
This book is a valuable resource for any teacher wanting a step-by-step guide to
grant writing. Grant Writing for Teachers leads the reader all the way through the grant
writing process, pointing out the similarities between writing a grant and writing a lesson
plan. Web addresses are given as a starting point to seek out grants that may be
available. Evaluation tools are also included to help produce a finished product that will
be funded. This is a wonderful resource book that simplifies a difficult project.
Susan Runner

Lamott, Anne. "Getting Started." Bird by Bird. New York: Doubleday, 1995, 3-15.
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Not knowing where to get started in writing seems to be a common problem
among many students. Lamott suggests that students start with their childhood
memories. She suggests just writing the words and memories down and not worrying
about good writing at this point. She says to write down school memories, holiday
happenings, and big events. Then, she states, one must scratch for details and describe
things thoroughly. Lamott says a writer owns what happens to him or her. Lamott
suggests sitting down at approximately the same time each day and training the
unconscious to kick in for creativity. She realizes that most authors want to be published
and think that maybe one day the miracle will happen and they will be published writers.
Lamott makes one realize that writing is not always as easy as it seems; it takes time and
effort for all. However, she makes writers feel like getting started.
Gail Kelley

Marlow, Ediger. "Writing, the Pupil, and the Social Studies." College Student Journal
l (March 2000): 59-68.
Writing in social studies is nothing new. However, this article explains several
different writing assignments that are pertinent and adaptable to almost any social studies
class. The author makes the salient point that an involved learner internalizes the lesson
and is not limited to simple recitation of facts or dates.
Specific suggestions for writing in social studies classes include the development
of outlines, book reports, diary entries, and creative writing. The author's inclusion of
journal writing in social studies seems like an especially good idea. After teaching part
of a lesson, the teacher gives the students a few minutes to reflect on the new concepts.
How did the lesson impact them? Can they relate the concept learned about the past to
their present-day lives? The article's strongest points are guidelines and examples for
the writing suggestions in social studies classes.
Lauri Moore Elam

Mirtz, Ruth. "Model Groups and Un-Model Writers: Introducing First- and Second-Year
College Students to a Writer's Life." Small Groups in Writing_Workshops:
Invitations to a Writer's Life. Authors. Urbana: NCTE, 1994. 85 -111.

Ruth Mirtz provides helpful information and strategies for thinking about,
planning, and conducting small groups in the college writing classroom. She bases her
findings and research on personal experience, negative and positive, from her classes.
Mirtz emphasizes the importance of giving students models of effective writing group
behavior and shares some of those modeling methods with her readers. Sharing examples
of her own writing, Mirtz works with the class, modeling questions and responses that
are appropriate for writing groups. She feels that small groups provide students with the
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opportunity to try "being a writer instead of only a student." Writing students are not
only responsible for discussing and revising works; group members are also required to
evaluate the group, focusing on effective and ineffective strategies the group employed.
Mirtz also addresses the issue of conflict and conflict resolution in small groups,
including student perspectives that provide insight into small group behavior. Mirtz
closes her chapter by sharing methods which she uses to evaluate student work and small
groups. The information Mirtz shares provides writing teachers with a helpful look at the
dynamics of a successful small group.
Katie Cain
Pappas, Christine C., Barbara Z. Kiefer, and Linda S. Levstik. An Integrated
Language Perspective in the Elementary School: An Action Approach.
New York: Addison Wesley, 1999.
Through an integration of content, concepts, and generalizations from a number
of disciplines, teachers are able to combine disciplines and encourage students to see the
way that history, geography, sociology, arts, economics, and sciences work together in a
civilization. A great way for students to make this connection is through a community
study that has students work alone or in groups to research and answer questions such as
follows: "How has geography influenced the community? What kinds of work are done
in the community? How does the community organize itself to provide services? What
groups-families, schools, businesses, and the like--operate in the community? How
does the community organize for religion, art, entertainment, and other activities? How
has the community changed over time?" (129) By asking students to become involved in
the community in which they reside, teachers encourage family interaction as well as
community involvement in the school.
Lisa Roberts

Petruzella, Brenda. "Grammar Instruction: What Teachers Say." English Journal 85.7
(1997): 50-7 55.
Brenda Petruzella discusses the growing debate about teaching grammar. There
are those who believe that such instruction has no positive effect on student writing.
However, after reading and interviewing many English teachers, she found that there was
a consensus in the importance of including such studies. They expressed questions such
as, "How can I talk to my students about the most basic writing concepts or discuss
sentence fragments or run-on sentences without using words like 'subject' or 'verb'?"
Petruzella describes how she tried to teach grammar within the confines of
writing, but often felt unprepared and unsuccessful in her attempts. Her graduate studies
classes had strongly suggested this approach, but yet it just did not work. Unfortunately,
the results are the same for many teachers across this nation. They are told that grammar
is unnecessary, and teachers are being turned out into the classrooms with little or no
grammar skills at all. A cooperating teacher wrote," The university's 'grammar doesn't
count' attitude is a great disservice to new teachers .... Sadly, my seniors have a better
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working knowledge of grammar, usage, and punctuation than my student teacher." That
really says it all!
It is further noted that grammatical rules are most helpful when students can see
how they can apply them in their own writing. Rules should be introduced when students
are ready. Drills and worksheets may be used to reinforce specific concepts.
Petruzella concludes her article by expressing her disappointment in being
allowed to graduate from college as an English teacher without a firm background in
grammar. She continues by stating the need for education colleges to revamp their
stance on the teaching of grammar.
Melissa Shields

Pirie, Bruce. "What Rough Beast." Reshaping High School English. Ed. Zarina M.
Hock. NCTE: Urbana, 1997. 1.
Educators can prepare students for the writing process by asking them to prewrite, during their drafting, and instructors can encourage students to write about
something they know "themselves." Instructors can begin to think of writing as a
process. Educators need to think of fresh innovative ways to teach writing, rather than
assigning the writing project. Writing can be compared to a butterfly emerging from a
cocoon.
Crystal Venable

